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Autumn's earliest frost had given
To the woods below
Hues of beauty, such as heaven
Lendeth to its bow;
And the soft breeze from the west
Scarcely broke their dreamy rest.
-Whittier

W

hen he was 25, Ralph said,
"Lord, I know that I don't
deserve much. And I don't
expect a lot. But I would like some
things. . . . I ' d like a little house
with a small garden, some furniture,
a stocked refrigerator, a pet or two.
I'd like just a little bit of everything
that's worthwhile."
Certainly God should understand
a person wanting something in this
world, he thought, a little piece of
ground you could call your own,
and so on.
Ralph knew God had been the
one to promise Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob a place. He didn't begrudge a
man the basic needs.
So God answered Ralph's prayer.
He gave him a house and garden, a
stocked refrigerator, two kids and a
p o o d l e , as well as o n e p a i r of
designer jeans, a toaster, some
antiques, a color television, a stereo,
and a record collection (not the top
of the line, mind you, but square
m i d d l e ) . It w a s n ' t the A m e r i c a n
dream, but it was comfortable, and
Ralph was pleased.
But after two years of living in
the lap of mediocrity, Ralph sudden-

ly decided he wasn't fully satisfied.
"What I need is some power," he
said. "Not a lot of power. Just a
small taste."
Again he journeyed to the throne
of God and laid forth his plea. Let's
see, he thought, pray specifically.
What kind of power do I w a n t ?
Financial power? Voting power?
People to command and lead? A
voice in the church. I know . . .
"I'd like a little bit of all these
things," he prayed.
Within a year Ralph was signed
up to vote and was serving on the
PTA board. He now had a secretary
and two other people working under
him. He was nominated for a position in his c h u r c h . And he was
happy.
Ralph knew he wasn't a particularly ambitious man, like some of
those he met. They rose early, came
home late, and never seemed to get
a moment's rest. But Ralph took
naps. His wife listened to him. His
kids obeyed him. The dog sat when
he said, "Sit." The church board listened to his advice.
The day came, however, when
Ralph sensed something was miss-

ing. He began to realize a little bit of
wealth and power wasn't all it was
cracked up to be. He contemplated
his problem, and suddenly he realized, I don't have any notoriety, any
f a m e . N o one k n o w s who I am,
except my wife and kids and a few
of the locals. If I just had a little
piece of fame.
Again he laid his request at God's
feet.
„ ,, "You see, no one knows who I
am.
"I know who you are," a voice
called out. Ralph turned around. He
saw no one. He turned back.
"But this is d i f f e r e n t , " Ralph
went on. "I'd like to see my name in
print. It would be nice if some people around town recognized me. I'd
like them to say, 'There goes Ralph
Pyle.' "
The next few years Ralph had the
t i m e of his l i f e . O n e day as he
walked along the street with his dog,
a Channel 11 news truck stopped
and a r e p o r t e r i n t e r v i e w e d him
about a c o m m u n i t y problem. He
didn't know much about it, but he
told them what he knew.
"Thanks. You've given me some
good quotes," the reporter said.

The man who
wanted a little bit
of everything
by Mark Littleton
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The next day everyone at work
said they had seen him, except, of
course, Reynolds—but what did he
matter? He was only the janitor.
"Probably doesn't even have a TV,"
Ralph mused.
Later, when he received an award
from a community organization, his
picture appeared in the paper. His
w i f e cut it out and put it in her
scrapbook. People began to take
n o t e of R a l p h , not m a n y , b u t a
few—enough to give him a taste.
Even Mrs. Hobson greeted him at
the market: "Why I saw your picture
in the paper, Mr. Pyle."
"It wasn't such a good photo," he
said.
"Oh, I thought it was most handsome. Not everyone gets his picture
in the paper." And this was the same
Mrs. Hobson who had fired him as a
teenager for not cutting her lawn
properly.
Still, something remained wrong,
and Ralph knew he was getting up
in years. Time would be running
out.
He thought for nearly
a m o n t h , u n t i l he
observed some

religious folks who didn't seem to
have a care in the world. "Peace,"
he said. "That's it—I lack peace."
But Ralph noted these were the
kind of fanatical religious folk he
never liked, always h e l p i n g the
poor, arguing about religion, telling
people about sin. . . . This time
Ralph thought for awhile before he
went to God.
"Lord," he finally said, "I'd like
some peace—peace of mind, peace
of heart. But I don't want it to the
point where I have to start telling
people about sin and such. I don't
want to be a fanatic. I'd like just a
touch of your peace."

I

n the silence, Ralph figured he
had asked for a hard thing. But
surely many have wanted such
peace, he reasoned, and God must
h a v e r e s p o n d e d . A f t e r all, i t ' s
important that I feel good about
myself, isn't it?
No prayer was ever answered so
quickly. That week, Ralph went to a

self-image seminar. Afterward, he
felt so good he took his wife out to
dinner.
A few weeks later, he listened to
some tapes by a famous television
preacher. After that he became so
positive and inspired, his wife wondered what had happened to her
somber husband.
Finally, Ralph bought some
books about guilt. After learning the
f o r m u l a s and a p p l y i n g a few of
them, he gained so much relief he
nearly walked on air. He felt good
about himself.
But he noticed things w e r e n ' t
quite right. It just wasn't enough.
This time he pondered the matter
for nearly three months. He even
went to the minister for counseling.
Through the Reverend's guidance
and other insights, Ralph came to
the conclusion that what he lacked
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was love. He'd never really experienced it.
Oh, he thought highly of his wife
and vice versa. But it wasn't like the
movies. She nagged him now and
then, and occasionally they had
fights. He did like his kids a lot, but
they were a bother when he read the
newspaper. He wanted to cultivate
real love for everyone.
He went to God again to lay out
his request. But he hesitated.
Let's see, he thought, I want to be
able to love, but I wouldn't want to
go as far as Mother Teresa. After all,
leprosy is highly contagious. Still, I
would like to be patient and kind,
not jealous—as long as it wouldn't
become a bother. I mean, I wouldn't
want to have to go out of my way all
the time.
"I guess you don't mean the kind
of love that leads a person to give up
his bank account to help someone in
need?"
Ralph turned around. The voice
sounded familiar, but he saw no one.
"Lord," he prayed, "I'd like the kind
of love t h a t . . . that. . .
"Has a warm feeling in your heart
for everyone?"
"Yeah! That's it . . ." He stopped
and turned around again. This is
spooky.
But he had confidence. Many
prayers had been answered. In fact,
not one request had been denied.
This answer, however, was slow
in coming. Gradually Ralph noticed
that he began to have nice feelings
toward some people. He found he
actually liked a lot of people, not to
the point that he did anything for
them, but he knew he could honestly
call himself a humanitarian.
I care about the human race, he
Evangelical Visitor

Ralph didn't want much-not the moon,
or the stars, or a home in Malibu. But he
did want a taste of everything, just
enough to know he'd been there.
thought. I hope we all get it together. S o m e t i m e s he t h o u g h t about
writing a letter to his congressman
about some problem. On one occasion, he even gave a little money to
an organization that helped orphans.
He f e l t g r e a t a f t e r that. He had
become a nice guy.

Y

et as gradually as this prayer
had b e e n a n s w e r e d , a
thought slowly took form.
After nearly a year of contemplating, one morning it hit him: "I don't
have faith."
"I lack faith," he told his wife. "I
must go and talk with God immediately."
This time, though, he decided to
read his Bible first. For many hours
he meditated on certain statements:
" A n y o n e w h o d o e s not take his
cross and follow me is not worthy of
me." "Take my yoke upon you and
learn from me, for I am gentle and
humble in heart." He also watched
C h r i s t i a n s — i n c h u r c h , out of
church, at home, away from home.
Finally, he formed his petition.
"I lack f a i t h , " he told God, "I
want some faith."
" D o you w a n t the f a i t h that
moves mountains?" a voice pleasantly called.
T h e r e it is a g a i n — t h a t s a m e
voice. His eyes lit up. With greater
confidence than ever, he continued.
"Oh, not all that much," he said.
"I want just enough to get me to
heaven."
The voice seemed deeper now:
" D o you not w a n t the f a i t h that
takes up its cross and follows my
Son wherever he goes?"
" N o t that m u c h , " R a l p h said,
October 1991

smiling. "Just enough to keep me
out of hell."
A few moments of silence lapsed,
but Ralph kept smiling. He's done
everything else, he thought.
"Do you want the faith that obeys
my Word and studies my truth, that
yearns for righteousness, meekness,
and abundant life?"
"The abundant life part, yes," he
said. "But those other things—I
d o n ' t think I really need them. I
want just enough faith to make me a
decent person."
Ralph heard a heavy sigh. "You
ask the i m p o s s i b l e , Ralph Pyle.
There is no such faith."
Ralph laughed. "That cannot be.
I ' v e seen this faith everywhere I
go."
"Yes, you have. But you have not
seen faith. What you ask is impossible. I can give you no such faith. Go
your way."
At first, Ralph was dismayed. But
then he said to himself, "All these
people can't be wrong."
So Ralph lived his faith. And it
was fun. After that he was always
asking God for things: to relieve a
headache, get a raise at

work, find a parking space on a
crowded Saturday. Sometimes God
answered, sometimes he didn't. But
when he did, Ralph was always
m o s t p l e a s e d , and h e ' d tell the
church about it. In fact, he became
one of the church's best members.
But it wasn't enough faith to get
him to heaven. It wasn't enough to
keep him out of hell. It was just
enough to make him think he had it
made . . . and that he had a little bit
of everything.
•
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Lest
we
forget
to
speak
by John M. Drescher

eslie D. Weatherhead in his
book Discipleship
shares a
story told by Provost Erskine
Hill of St. A n d r e w ' s C a t h e d r a l ,
Aberdeen, England. Two men had
been partners in business in one of
the large cities. One man was a regular attender at church. The other
professed no religion at all. It was a
Sunday morning and they met in the
same tram, the one on his way to
church, the other to play golf.
As they separated, the golfer said
to his companion, "Look here, when
are you going to give up this
h y p o c r i s y a b o u t r e l i g i o n and
churchgoing?"
"I don't understand you," said the
other.
"I mean just what I said, when
are you going to give up this
hypocrisy?"
Much offended, his companion
answered, "What right have you to
call my religion hypocrisy?"
"Well," said the golfer, "we have
been partners for 20 years. We have
met and talked together every day.
You know quite well that if what
you profess to believe is true, it is a
very hopeless case for me, and yet
you have never said one word to
help me to be any different."
Said Weatherhead, "I cannot but
f e e l the logic is i r r e s i s t i b l e . "
Weatherhead then goes on to list
four reasons why we do not witness
to our faith. The first is "reticence."
Most have difficulty unveiling the
inner spiritual life. But suppose a
very reticent person had been healed
of a deadly disease and knows how
to heal others. And that person knew
a friend who had it. Would that person not share in some way one's
own experience? Would that person
not at least pray for that person and
search for a right moment to share
the secret of healing?
A second reason we do not share
is that we have a " f e a r of being
thought a hypocrite." We do not live

John Drescher is a faculty member of
Eastern
Mennonite
Seminary
in
Harrisonburg, Va., and the author of numerous articles and books.

up to all we know. So we profess
nothing and need to live up to nothing. Basically it is the result of spiritual pride, which is unwilling to
admit that we are sinners in need of
G o d ' s continual forgiveness and
help.
A third reason we shy from sharing Christ is the "glib way" many
a p p r o a c h o t h e r s w i t h " A r e you
saved?" They intrude into personality and do not love enough to build a
loving relationship. But we do not
avoid business contacts because of
c r u d e and c o r r u p t b u s i n e s s m e n .
N e i t h e r do the a c t i o n s of some
excuse us for our failure.
Weatherhead asks, "Must we not
honestly say that, for a good many
of us, the real reason is we have
nothing worth passing on? . . . No
person is fully won to Christ unless
his personality is reaching out to
bring others into the experience. It is
incredible that we can possess the
real thing and keep it as dark as
some of us keep our religion. After
all, a chill falls upon the Spirit if one
contemplates what would have happ e n e d if the e a r l i e s t C h r i s t i a n s
would have done no more to spread
this experience than we have done.
Supposing they had settled down in
Jerusalem, a little body of men and
w o m e n m e e t i n g t o g e t h e r every
week in the Upper Room, exchanging e x p e r i e n c e s , w o r s h i p p i n g
together, singing hymns, listening to
s e r m o n s f r o m o n e another. The
Christian church would have been
extinct within a century of Christ's
death."

W

illiam Temple wrote, "If what
you have gained f r o m your
religion is something that you could
possibly hold to yourself without
wanting to impart it to other people,
then it is not God's best gift in the
gospel, and it is not salvation. . . .
The fact that you are not passing it
on proves that you haven't got it;
and if you have got it, it will make
you pass it on, because of what it
is."
To claim to have spiritual life
w i t h o u t sharing it is a practical
impossibility. Elton Trueblood

6
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writes, "All Christians must be in
the ministry, whatever their occupation, because a non-witnessing follower of Christ is a contradiction in
terms." S. D. Gordon wrote years
ago, "A Christian who is not a missionary Christian will be a missing
Christian in the last day."
In t h e l a s t b o o k of the N e w
Testament we read this: "And they
overcame him [Satan] by the blood
of the L a m b and by the word of
their testimony; they did not love
their lives so much as to shrink from
death" (Rev. 12:11).
Frank Laubach in discussing our
likeness to Christ writes, "We are
Christlike just in proportion as we
possess that passion for souls. It has
often been said that we cannot keep
Jesus unless we give him away. The
truth is, we do not have Jesus at all
unless we try to give him away. . . .
Spiritual life is like electricity. No
current passes through unless the
wire is connected at the sending end
as well as at the receiving end."

O

ne d a y a m e m b e r of G.
Campbell Morgan's congregation came to him and told
him how he and a friend worked
beside each other for years and it
wasn't until the last Sunday morning that each found out the other
was a Christian. Then one saw the
other enter church and said, "I didn't
know you were a church-goer." Said
the man to Morgan, "It's funny, isn't
it?"
"Funny?" said Morgan. "You go
find that man and bring him here.
You have never been born again."
In l i g h t of all the S c r i p t u r e s

which refer to each Christian as a
light, as salt, as a fisher of men, as a
person with a great commission, as
an ambassador for Christ, and as
one who shares what was seen or
heard, it seems like the height of
hypocrisy to claim to be a follower
of Christ yet never lead another to
him. He said, "Follow me and I will
make you fishers of men." Is one
following if one is not fishing?
Something is wrong with a fisherman if, in 20 years, he hasn't caught
a fish. He'd be the laughing stock of
anyone w h o m he met to m a k e a
c l a i m of b e i n g a f i s h e r m a n . He
could say all kinds of nice things
about fishing, about his earnestness
and his interest in fishing. Perhaps
he might even say, "I certainly must
have persuaded someone all these
years that fishing is terrific. The fact
is I've gotten up early each morning, sat on the pier and smiled nice
at the fish as they swam by. I'm sure
they must know I love fish and find
a lot of peace and joy from being a
fisherman. I'll never know the influence I have on all those fish, even if
I don't use any bait or hook."
Suppose a carpenter studied theory for years on how to saw and nail
and fit wood. Now you ask him,
"Where is something you made?"
Suppose he would reply, "Well, one
never k n o w s what he makes. At
least I'm interested enough to study.
And I've learned a lot about carpentry these years. I've attended a lot of
classes." Would he be a carpenter?
D. T. Niles wrote, "Evangelism is
the struggle for the salvation of the
world. It is the continuation of the
ministry of the incarnate God who

"No person is fully won to Christ
unless his personality is reaching out
to bring others into the experience. It
is incredible that we can possess the
real thing and keep it as dark as some
of us keep our religion."
October 1991

c a m e that the w o r l d m i g h t be
redeemed."
Wayne A. Shireman in an article
"The Perimeters of Witness" writes,
"There is no way in which a sincere
follower of Jesus Christ, who has
e x p e r i e n c e d the l o v e w h i c h is
shared freely and fully with all people, can remain silent and unmoved
by that love. There is no way to
avoid the responsibility which is
placed upon every follower of Jesus
Christ to 'preach the gospel' not just
in words but in the kind of life he or
she lives and the ways he or she
share God's love in Christ with others."
W. T. Purkiser writes, "The priority of evangelism in the preaching
ministry of the church is seen in the
f a c t that the g r e a t w o r d f o r the
church's message—the
word
gospel—is
the very t e r m f r o m
which
evangelism
comes.
Evangelism is not just part of the
church's task in the world. It comes
very close to being the whole of it.
It was to one who filled what we
could call a pastoral office that Paul
wrote the injunction, "Do the work
of an evangelist" (2 Timothy 4:5).
Halford Luccock, "Simeon
S t y l i t i e s " in Christian
Century,
wrote: "A live church is seeking out
s i n n e r s ; the r e a l c a l a m i t y f o r a
church occurs when it becomes full
of 'nice' people on a 'nice' street in
a 'nice' part of town. A nice little
church can never be much use in the
work of the kingdom of God."

T

he early Christians said, "We
cannot but speak those things
which we have seen and heard."
That's right. When we have the real
thing, we cannot but speak. When
we do not have the real thing, we
put the "but" first and say, "But we
cannot speak." The fact remains that
we share that which is real to us.
W. R o b e r t s o n N i c o l l , in The
Expository Bible, writes that the
depths of a person's religion may be
roughly, but on the whole, fairly
tested by the irrepressible impulse to
bring others to the fountain f r o m
which that person drank.
•
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Creating a memory,
not a scar
by Kas Bert

O

ne of the souvenirs of my
summer this year is scars,
scars on both legs and my
right arm from a very nasty dose of
poison ivy. These scars may or may
not be permanent (time will tell) but
at this point they are visible not only
to me, but to anyone who cares to
look. Scars such as these can bring
sympathetic clucking sounds from
observant peers as well as a historical account of their own, or a loved
one's, ugly encounter of the poisonous weed. The scars soon take
on an aura of a medal of bravery.
Many of us carry some sort of
visible scars which frequently draws
attention to a past injury or illness
and then allows us to recreate the
pain, danger, or drama of the past.
The author, with her husband Abram and
sons Michael and Jonathan, arae members
of the Carlisle, Pa., congregation.
8

There is healing in
this e x e r c i s e of
redramatization.
M a n y of us,
however, carry
a different kind
of s c a r r i n g —
one that is not visible to the human
eye in the form of
a m a r k on our
skin. The scars are
deeper, within our
very souls. B e cause of the pain
these scars recreate
in our hearts and
m i n d , we even
hide them from
ourselves, fully
believing we survived intact and
unmarked. Webster differentiates
between the two types of scarring in
the following definitions. Scar: "a
mark left (as in the skin) by the
healing of injured tissue" or "a lasting moral or emotional injury." Note
two key words in the different definitions: healing and lasting. Those
superficial scars may look ugly, but
they do eventually heal leaving
shiny new t i s s u e in their place.
Those lasting emotional scars, on
the other hand, can lay dormant and
then fester for years and years. In
some people a painful healing process can occur, but for others the
scar eats away at them, destroying
their very nature and in some sad
situations ending in suicide.
I am a child of an a l c o h o l i c
father. I do not know what, if any,
picture that c o n j u r e s up in your
mind, but in reality living with an

alcoholic parent was a very frightening, lonely, emotional experience
and I carry with me the emotional
scars. I am one of millions who can
relate the horror of a volatile temper,
severe beatings, blatant rejection
and severe emotional abuse. I have
absolutely no memory of tender,
loving hugs, words of endearment or
e n c o u r a g e m e n t , or f e e l i n g s of
acceptance. Because of the trauma
of those vivid ugly encounters with
my drunken father at such a young,
tender age, I have blocked not the
bad from my memory, but the good.
I feel certain that I must have been
hugged, held and loved at times as a
little child, but I have no recall of
such tenderness.
I am not comfortable reliving my
past. Having it resurface at this time
in my life has been painful and traumatic. I know I am not alone. I also
know that there are counselors and
pastors available to pace us through
the healing process. I praise God for
making that available to those of us
with hidden scars. I am a nurse and I
work all the time with people who
are ill and hurting. I h a v e some
understanding of the miracles of the
healing of our body. I believe very
firmly that God gives us doctors and
nurses to accomplish this task, but
that the u l t i m a t e h e a l i n g c o m e s
through God.

T

hat is not all that c o m e s
through God. God gives us
the gift of being a parent. He
places the little ones into our uncertain,inexperienced
arms
and
instructs us to love, discipline and
care for these small precious ones
Evangelical
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and to "let the little children come to
me" (Mark 10:14).
I am the m o t h e r of t w o little
boys. I know the challenges of being
a parent, the joys as well as the frustrations. I know, too, that I make
mistakes as each of us does. I need
to pray constantly for guidance and
wisdom and at times even for love
as I deal with the escapades of my
sons. I know, as a victim of abuse,
how very, v e r y i m p o r t a n t e a c h
encounter is with my children. Each
and every day we are creating memories. It is my God-given task to create memories of being loved and
cherished in my sons' minds. If on
one day I am loving and tender to
my sons, but the next day I become
a screaming, verbally abusive tyrant,
the memory of the love and tenderness from the previous day may be
completely obliterated f r o m their
memory. God forbid that my sons
grow up without any recollection of
being the dearly loved children that
they are!
Only you know what takes place
behind the c l o s e d doors of your
h o m e , w h a t k i n d of p e r m a n e n t
marks you are making inside of your
child. Perhaps, like my father, you
are quick to anger and strike out
verbally or physically and the fear
instilled in that child is such that he
or she cannot go out and tell someone about it in order to get help.
Children silently endure the insecurity, pain, anger, guilt, and hate until
the scars become a permanent part
of their being.
Fathers, mothers, and other childcare givers, we are accountable to
God for the care and nurturing of his
little children. From my own pain I
cry out to you to love the little children. Hug them and hold them and
help them to grow up feeling loved
and precious. Our children absorb
their environment and that environment helps to make them into the
person they become as adults. Take
your anger out on the tennis court or
in the garden and ask God to help
you as you bring the little children
unto him in the loving, gentle, tender way he meant for you to. Create
a special memory, not a scar!
•
October 1991

No one knows
No one knows the lie that I've lived
or the pain that I've been through;
the filthy talk—that ugly touch
and no one to talk to.
For years it's been kept deep inside
though I wanted to scream it out;
the terrible things he did to me
but I knew everyone would doubt.
So instead I let it stay with me
to continue to ruin my life;
feeling unloved, worthless, and sad;
for a child—so much strife!
For I was an innocent little child,
so carefree, young, and demure;
so soon to feel like a piece of dirt—
a little girl, no longer pure!
So many tears, O little girl,
and all you felt was shame;
too much for someone O so young;
you weren't the one to blame.
No one knows the sadness I've felt
and no one knows the tears;
no one knows the times I've died,
and no one knows the fears.
I'll never know who I could have been;
from me, that was taken away.
So I'll make the most of who I am now
as I struggle from day to day.
The pain will always be there
though the intensity lessens each day;
because I'm still that same little innocent girl
whose rights were stripped away!

The author, Diane Thomas, lives in Nappanee, Ind., with her husband Allen and
daughter Becky. They recently joined the Nappanee Brethren in Christ Church.
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eventy years ago, in August
1921, residents of Hayesville,
Ohio, would have been surprised to see a Model T Ford touring car go through their town. It
wasn't that they had never seen a
"machine" before; a few of their
neighbors had even bought one. But
this was a car with a California
license plate as well as a California
banner. Obviously, the occupants—
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Eckman and
their children Ruth, 3, Chester, 8,
and Ida, 11—had driven clear from
the West Coast.

Ida, who kept a diary, grew up to
be Mrs. Ralph Davis of the Ashland,
Ohio, congregation. Following is an
adaptation
of her diary
which
recounts an adventuresome
trek
across a continent in order to arrive
one month and seven days later at
the Brethren in Christ
General
Conference in Lancaster, Pa.
On June 23, 1921, friends and
neighbors saw them off. Her father
had acquired strip maps from the
AAA and was advised not to take a
southern route as most of the roads
were flooded. Of course, there were
no m o t e l s , and
the family set
up a tent
o f t e n on a
f a r m e r ' s or
rancher's
land. On a few
occasions they
were
invited
into the home to
s l e e p in a r e a l
bed, even though
they were strangers.

The first evening they camped at
Glendora, Calif., a distance of 23
miles from their home. Here, Mrs.
Davis noted, her father bought a
rope. The next night they camped in
the San Fernando Valley in an olive
grove. She mentioned the Red Rock
canyon, the desert, and the first time
she saw snow in the mountains.
On some occasions when the hill
was steep, she, her m o t h e r , and
brother had to help push. At other
times, her father would back up to
get a better running start.
On the f i f t h day, they crossed
over into Nevada where they saw
the gold mines in Goldfield and had
their pictures taken beside a stream
of hot steaming waters. She noted
they had seen an eagle, that they had
to put up the side curtains when it
rained, and that "the prairie dogs
were thick on the trail."
Somewhere her father had picked
up some elk horns and mounted
them on the front of the car until he
was advised to remove them. Other
diary entries reported seeing lava

On the road
to General
Conference
by Betty Plank
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beds, Indian huts, and a sugar factory-

O

n June 30 they crossed into
Utah. Her mother cooked on
a s m a l l s t o v e and b o u g h t
supplies when she could along the
way. That evening, it was recorded
that supper consisted of dried beef
and butter sandwiches.
On July 3 they reached Salt Lake
City where they found a free campground in the heart of the city. There
they saw the state capital and the
Mormon Tabernacle. A special treat
was ice cream cones that evening.
In Wyoming the mosquitoes were
thick where they camped. The next
morning a flock of sheep crossed
their path, and they had their first
puncture and had to buy an inner
tube. On July 7 they crossed the
transcontinental divide. The elevation at Laramie, Wyo., was 8,834
feet. At Cheyenne, Chester cut his
finger while helping his dad fix the
o d o m e t e r . S h e r e c o r d e d that he
cried, "I want to go home."
N e v e r t h e l e s s they traveled on
through M e d f o r d , Neb.; Des
M o i n e s , I o w a ; and c r o s s e d the
Mississippi. When a motorist came
from the other direction, the driver
would stop and the men would discuss any hazards they might have
encountered.
They were always looking for
springs for the radiators often "shot
up like a geyser," and the water bag
they carried had to be kept full.
On J u l y 31 they c r o s s e d into
Ohio and had their third blow-out.
They had made plans to visit the
Shellhaas family, who lived on a
f a r m b e t w e e n H a y e s v i l l e and
Wooster. They had promised to hang
out a lantern on a farm wagon in
front of the house for identification.
In Mansfield, her father bought
two new tires at $40 each and used
travelers' checks to pay for them.
Gasoline sold for 26 cents a gallon.

T

hey got lost in Pittsburgh. On
the route they had encountered many ruts and often had
to help push out other cars, but the
muddiest roads they encountered
October 1991

were in eastern Pennsylvania. On
Aug. 6, they finally reached their
destination in Lancaster.
"We left for home Oct. 13," Mrs.
Davis said, "and we didn't arrive
until just before Thanksgiving."
Although she and her brother
missed two months of school, she
said their teachers had agreed with
their parents before they left that the
trip would be so educational that
they could make up any school they

missed when they returned. Her
diary confirms this.
So, next time you begin to think
that travel arrangements to General
Conference are expensive and bothersome . . . talk to Ida Davis.
•

This article is adapted by permission from
an article by Betty Plank in the Aug. 10,
1991, issue of the Ashland (Ohio) TimesGazette.

E.Y Timelines.
100 Years Ago
Oct. 1, 1891 issue—from "a Brother": ". . . So please say the worst you
know of a man, in kindness, to his face, and the best you can of him when
absent, so that the constant tenor of your conversation will show that you
are a Christian."

75 Years Ago
Oct. 2, 1916 issue—In an article "The Fearful Cost of War": "We are told
that the war has cost in money $49,350,000 in two years. . .. But far greater
the cost in human lives."
Under "Bible School Department": "It is with sadness that the school work
is opened for the season by virtue of the sudden death of the president
Bishop S.R. Smith. . . . The attendance is not as large as was anticipated.
Some were prevented from coming at the opening on account of the infantile paralysis quarantine."

50 Years Ago
Oct. 6, 1941 issue—The motto of the General Sunday School Board, as
quoted in the "Our Sunday Schools" column: "Every member of the School
in his place, on time, striving toward the ideals of a 100% Sunday School."
Oct. 20, 1941 issue—E.J. Swalm, in an article, "The Perfect Service of
Heaven": "How thrilling to know we are going to a place where there will
be an eternal absence of sin's blighting curse. . . . Saints, be encouraged;
great things await you on the other side when you shall see Him as He is
and shall be with Him."

25 Years Ago
Oct. 10, 1966 issue—"Nearly 150 people gathered at the Life Line Chapel
in San Francisco on Aug. 7 for a Farewell Service for Rev. and Mrs. Avery
Heisey. . . . For ten years the Heiseys have served as superintendent of the
Life Line Mission, building the program from practically nothing to its
present size."

10 Years Ago
Oct. 10, 1981 issue—The Board for World Missions reported (1) the beginning of Louis O. Cober's assignment as Secretary for Public Relations, (2)
the move of the offices to the former Messiah Children's Home at Mount
Joy, Pa., and (3) inauguration of the Catch the Vision '81 campaign.
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Gift-wrapped supper

Christmas
program
ideas
by Marlene Lefever

Shadowgraph

Ask everyone to bring a box supper
wrapped like a Christmas gift. Each box
should contain a clue to the identity of the
maker. People should try to find the person
who made their boxes. The goal is to help
people in your church get to know each
other better.

Christmas around
our world
Feature Christmas in lands where your
church supports missionaries. You could
have food, games, tapes from missionaries,
carols. Each age level could be assigned a
different country.

Adult Christmas party

Use sheets and strong light bulbs to create a life-size shadowgraph screen. With real people and flat, cardboard props,
depict the nativity. When one church did this, they cut out lifesize cardboard camels.
Two expressive readers should provide narration.

Have half the class draw names of the other half of the
class. Each pair should get to know each other and talk about
what Christmas means to them. Then they should make a symbolic gift and present it to the church. This gift should be
something they will pray for or work toward this year.

Christmas in our church homes

Praise acrostic

Send a church photographer and reporter to the homes of
some of your people. Take slides of the families in their
Christmas settings and ask them questions about their
Christmas traditions, the meaning of Christmas to them, their
Christmas message to their community. Show these slides and
play the edited tape as a Christmas program.

Biblical tic-tac-toe
Play a living game of biblical tic-tac-toe based on questions
about the life of Jesus. Arrange chairs in sets of three rows of
three chairs each. Each age level should pick two players,
called Red and Green, and nine people to sit on the chairs.
RED

XXX
XXX

GREEN

LEADER

XXX

The leader takes turns asking Red and Green questions.
After each has heard the question, he or she calls on someone
on the chairs to answer. If that person answers correctly, the
player gives him or her a block of his color—red or green—
which the player displays. If the chosen person fails to answer,
the other player calls on someone else to answer. The winner
is the first person to get a straight line of three winners in his
color or the person who has the most color blocks on the
board.
Winner of each age level should play other winners until a
final winner is declared. Children as young as six or seven can
play this game.

Select a Christmas message. For example, "Praise God for
His Son." The week before the Christmas worship, give children and adults the message with one letter circled. Each person is to write a sentence prayer that starts with the circled letter and bring it with him or her to the Christmas celebration.
Volunteers should read their sentences in order.

Sing carols
Sing carols. Between songs, hold conversation breaks. The
leader will guide the conversation by asking questions. Each
person should speak with someone different for each conversation. The leader could divide the group by saying, "Talk
with someone who is at least 20 years older or younger than
you." Or, "Talk to someone with whom you have never held a
conversation." Provide conversation starters. For example,
"Talk about what bothers you most about the world's celebration of Christmas." Or, "Pretend you are Mary and Joseph.
Talk about how you feel on this first Christmas morning."

Life of Christ
Assign different sections of Christ's life to each age level.
For example, preschoolers could sing about his birth and hand
slips of paper with biblical references to the nativity to people
in the congregation. These people would read the Scriptures to
the whole church.
Encourage each age level to be creative. Could juniors add
to their part of the story by showing some Bible-land slides or
serving a Jewish snack? What about a modern-dress reenactment of several miracles, done by the senior class?
•

This article was provided by David C. Cook Publishing Co.
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Mexico

paint. Two trips to the hardware/lumber
store with John took care of another
million and a half pesos. We came
home with five basically-built doors,
which John hung in the new boys bedroom and rebuilt kitchen nook.

Visitors O

vm

the
United
States
by Lois Raser

I shall call them John and Mary.
Mary's first request was for scouring
powder. A quick trip to the Mini-Super
solved that. Later in the day I saw her
with a knife in hand, doing things that I
don't take time to do to my old refrigerator. I vaguely knew that somehow she
prepared meals with the least fuss possible, and on time. Breakfast and lunch
were very simple. Obviously she and
her husband had not come to
Guadalajara to eat.
They had sent a four figure check
several weeks before arriving. "This
money is to buy materials that will be
needed when we come to work," they
wrote.
It seemed a formidable sum in pesos.
We spent a half a million pesos on
Lois Raser is affiliated with Compassion
of Mexico and lives in Guadalajara.
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ne of their first moves upon
arriving was to hand us another
large check. "But you gave us
one of these already," I protested.
"Use it for groceries. We want to
take the children to McDonald's. And
we would like to take you and Beatriz
out to eat with us, separately, so you
can rest a bit." I must have looked flabbergasted. "You and Beatriz can use the
rest of the money for new glasses and to
have your teeth fixed. Missionaries
don't have money for those things."
So, the week the couple was here we
felt rich. We called in the fumigator,
bought more groceries than usual, made
neglected purchases. John, who runs a
thriving business, carefully repaired
morale-destroying details like poorly
hung curtains, loose shower frame, a
loose sink, broken closet runners, locks
in disrepair. He—a former contractor—
listened carefully to my idea of how to
build a small bedroom for Beatriz's
sons Javier and Samuel, who have been
floating from one nook to another. And
built it.
The
adolescents
went
to
McDonald's. Beatriz and I and our two
visitors went (I am ashamed to admit
our lack of imagination) to Kentucky
Fried Chicken.
"I want us to take time for you to
spend half a day shopping," I said to
Mary. But the last afternoon we had
curtains to make and she sewed all
afternoon. John worked late also.
I like to think Sunday was thrilling
for them.
"We are going to have our first
Sunday services at the new project," we
told them. "Would you like to attend a
regular church somewhere?"
"No, we want to be with you," said
Mary simply.
The children were waiting outside
the little yellow building when we
arrived. I taught them the creation story,
using hand-painted felt circles to illustrate each phase of creation, including
the day of rest. From their rough wooden benches, their worn shoes resting on
bare cement, the children listened
eagerly.
At noon, Mary took over the frying
of thick slices of smoked tenderloin and
John good-naturedly consented to mash

potatoes by hand. I iced the cake and
cooked frozen green beans so it was an
American style dinner which all of us
enjoyed. We celebrated Mary's and my
approaching birthdays with the candleless cake and delicious ice cream purchased by . . . guess who?
Sunday afternoon just before the service, a heavy unexpected shower of
rain—our first real rain since last
September—laid heavy dust, washed
dust coated trees, and made us wonder
if many adults would bother to attend
the service.
The people came—about 40 of
them—and maybe 25 children. They
were eager listeners to the story of the
widow's oil.
"iQu6 tienes en tu casa?" (What
have you in your house?) the prophet
asked.
"Only a bit of oil." But it was
enough.
After the service we served coffee
and doughnuts from the bakery. The
people ate, smiled, and went home to
sort it out.
John, who had been spending his
considerable talent on domestic details,
returned thrilled. "If you need financial
help for a project or piece of land, you
may feel free to let us know," he said.
"If we can, we will help."

I

think it was the first time we used
volunteer workers entirely in our
home. But now Beatriz's youngest
boys have a neat little room of their
own. The wet, dirty nook outside her
kitchen is rebuilt and dry. And after two
months of slow structural house repair,
we are in order again, most of the house
repainted inside and out, and repaired.
The cockroaches are dead. Nice to have
it finished.
John and Mary worked late the last
evening. We all slept a few hours and in
the early morning I took the couple to
the airport. They had to check four
empty suitcases in which they had
brought new sheets, new towels, new
baby dresses, new baby hand-tied comforters, and many used things.
At the ticket counter, John pulled out
his billfold and caught sight of pictures
of his two sons. He handed me the billfold.
I looked at it thoughtfully, humbled.
Not at the pictures of his fine sons, but
at the billfold itself. He must have used
it for years; the leather was so worn and
frayed that it was held together with a
straight pin!
•
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Mtshabezi Mission
Hospital Update
by Dennis and Joan Barlow

Initially she appeared to have an
advanced case of tetanus. Her neck and
back were arched and stiff. The jaws
were tightly clenched shut and the
entire body rigid. However, the history
from the family argued against tetanus.
She had complained of a severe
headache since the night before and it
was only on her way to the hospital in a
donkey-drawn scotch cart that she
became unconscious and rigid. The next
possibility was meningitis. She did have
a fever. We rolled her on her side and
did a spinal tap. The spinal fluid was
completely clear, making meningitis
also unlikely. The diagnosis at that
point was some type of seizure disorder.
A large dose of intravenous medication
was given and she finally relaxed,
stopped moaning, and seemed to go to
sleep. Surprisingly, the family was not
concerned about her condition. In fact,
they said that they had seen her this way
many times before and she always got
better after a few days. They had only
brought her to the hospital because of
her headache. We admitted her to the
hospital for observation and after a few
hours, she improved somewhat and was
able to respond groggily to simple questions.
The next morning on rounds, she
was able to sit up with assistance, smile,
and answer a few questions. However,
during the examination she again
became rigid, stiff enough to lift her out
of bed by her head. Her eyes were moving from side to side and she made no
Dennis and Joan Barlow are on the staff
of the Mtshabezi
Mission Hospital
in
Zimbabwe.
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response to questions. Having seen her
do this previously we did not rush in
with treatment. We talked to her and
prayed for her. After some time without
any change we again treated her medically; this time even more medication
was required in order to get her to relax.
Later that afternoon I was called to
see more family who had come. From
them we learned that the patient had a
problem with "spirits" which would
come upon her at will and make her act
this way. Her pastor, who was also an
nyanga (a traditional healer or "witch
doctor"), said that the spirits would
often come upon this patient while at
church as well as at home. I asked
whether they perceived this spirit as
helpful or harmful. They felt it was
helpful, but could not specify how it
helped them. They said that the spirit
would speak to them at times.
The following day the "spirit" came
upon our patient again. This time she
spoke in a very raspy voice. We called
for our local pastor to come and help us.
He came to see her and became convinced that our patient was possessed. A
number of things convinced him. The
spirit did not use the local dialect, but
spoke in Zulu, a South African language. With eyes closed, the patient
opened the Bible and asked the pastor to
read. He started reading from Psalm 57,
which exalts God, and the spirit said,
"No, read here!" in Psalm 58, which
talks about the wicked.
Four of us gathered around the
patient to pray for her. As we prayed the
spirit resisted, sometimes speaking,
sometimes spitting, refusing to leave
and giving various reasons why. He

wanted to see the parents of the girl
first. He claimed that if he left the
patient she would die. He said there
were many spirits and threatened to
harm us if we persisted. We claimed the
power of Jesus Christ over the spirit.
After some time of praying, we called
another Christian to come and help us.
With five of us persisting in prayer, the
spirit left. The girl opened her eyes,
talked in her normal voice, said she felt
weak and especially complained of back
pain. No wonder after being so rigid for
such a long time!
The patient denied any knowledge of
what had been happening, but she did
know that she had problems with "spirits." Donah claimed to be a Christian
and was faithful in attending church.
When we explained to her what had
been happening, she couldn't understand how this could happen to a
Christian. She wanted us to pray for her
so that she would be free from spirit
control. Her parents also agreed that we
should pray for the spirits to leave,
rather than appeasing them as the mother had previously been doing in fear.
We determined to pray with her again
later so that the spirit would not return.
At about five in the afternoon some
of us gathered together again to pray.
We prayed with her and then asked her
to pray aloud herself following one of
us. After a few sentences, she became
silent and again rigid. We prayed, calling on God to demonstrate his power,
and calling on Jesus to cast the spirit
away. This time a different voice spoke.
It was a woman's voice, but not like the
patient's voice. We prayed and commanded this spirit to leave and she
Evangelical
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became silent. The other raspy voice
returned, refusing to leave. Hours of
prayer followed. We knew that Jesus
would not fail us, but we were not having success. Three of the local church
leaders were called to come and assist
us. After another hour of prayer, anointing with oil, and more prayer, the spirit
finally left, and we talked to the patient
again. She was in the hospital for five
more days, steadily gaining strength and
having no further episodes of demon
oppression. Praise God!
On further follow-up, Donah and her
family said she was doing well at home.
She is a very weak Christian, if a
Christian at all, and her church seems to
dabble in spirit worship as well as worshiping God. She belongs to a Zionist
church, and many of these churches
incorporate traditional religious practice
into their Christian beliefs. Please pray
for her, her family, and for our hospital
chaplain as he goes to visit her.
The indigenous religion of Zimbabwe is based on the belief that the

souls of those who have died continue
to exist as "ancestral spirits." If the
ancestral spirits are honored, they will
help you and not harm you. The spirits
communicate by possessing a spirit
medium. The spirit medium will then
act and speak in the same manner as the
departed person once did. The spirit
medium is often honored in the family,
and families are reluctant to have the
spirits driven away. Nyangas are called
to help determine the wishes of the spirits, communicate with them, and
appease them. They also treat medical
problems, often effectively. As
Christians, we understand these manifestations of "ancestral spirits" to be
manifestations of demons, but there are
many people, and even churches, that
practice ancestral worship and seek the
treatment and counsel of nyangas while
claiming to be Christians. There are
even nyangas who claim to be
Christians themselves. The deception is
great here! We rejoice when people
come to know Christ and we should

rejoice, but as someone wrote, "If people are being brought into a church that
does not disciple them to trust fully in
God, perhaps our joy is misplaced."
You cannot dabble in African medicine
of the "spirit" variety and not open
yourself up to Satan's activity. Just like
you cannot dabble in sin of any kind
and not be brought down by it.
Pray for Zimbabwe. Pray that Jesus
Christ will build his church, that he will
make the church strong and pure and
holy, as a fitting bride for himself. Pray
specifically for the Brethren in Christ
Church here, that we will have revival,
that the leaders will lead as good shepherds. Also please pray for us at
Mtshabezi. Pray that God will use us to
encourage and strengthen the church, to
minister to those in need physically and
spiritually, and to help many come to
know and love Jesus Christ, our Savior.

•

"We should be as demonstrative and enthusiastic
about our Christian faith
as we would be at a
political rally."
by Winnie Worman
These words opened Sunday's sermon by Dr. Godfrey
Biemba at Macha Church. And this medical officer at Macha
Hospital lives these words in his daily expression of his personal Christianity. Whether he is in ward rounds, clinic, or in
prayer and praise fellowship groups, Dr. Biemba portrays a
strong Christian faith.
Dr. and Mrs. Biemba joined the Macha Hospital staff in
June 1990, after being recruited from a private medical practice in Livingstone. They responded to an invitation from the
hospital administrator to leave city life and move to rural
Southern Province in order to serve at Macha.
During the last year the Biembas have filled vital roles, he
as AIDS project director and medical director of the cerebral
malaria research project and she as one of the six Zambian
October 1991

registered
nurses. Dr.
Biemba is a
well-respected physician in the Zambian medical community
and the physician staff at Macha Hospital are grateful to have
him on their team.
The Biembas are not Tonga by tribe; their homes are in
western Zambia and they met in Kitwe. Both became
Christians during their student days and had been active members of the Mujale Brethren in Christ congregation in
Livingstone before arriving at Macha. Dr. Biemba was elected
to the position of church treasurer for the Macha congregation
at a recent council meeting.
g
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r l o w to motivate
missionaries and
make them
perform better
by Rich Stuebing
I don't know what you do when
you are in someone's office, and he
says, "I'll be right back." It might be
30 seconds or 30 minutes, and you
can't just disappear. I was in such a
situation recently. My friend, a former student of mine in Lusaka, was
happy to do a favor for his old math
teacher, and so I had a few minutes
to kill. I began to read the notices
and cartoons stuck up on his bulletin
board, and this time I struck it rich.
Pinned up for all to see was How to
Motivate People and Make Them
Perform Better—worldly wisdom at
its best! Therefore I share the list
with you but with added comments
from the perspective of my 21 years
as a missionary in Zambia.

I

High pay. In my early years as
a government math teacher in
L u s a k a , my alma m a t e r
(Cornell University) sent out a questionnaire to see how their engineering graduates were doing. When the
results were tabulated, I was not
only at the bottom of the salary list;
I was only making one-quarter of
the a v e r a g e salary! They d i d n ' t
bother to send me the next questionnaire five years later since I was
presumably somewhat of an embarRich Stuebing
is on the staff of the
Theological College of Central Africa in
Ndola, Zambia.
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rassment, and I'm sure that my rank
has not changed in the years since.
If high pay is important to you, I do
not suggest that you enter missionary service!

2

Security. Again, it is hard to
relate such a value to missionary work since, at least in my
area of ministry, the whole idea is to
work yourself out of a j o b !
Missionaries who seek long-term
job security can often be guilty of
creating a job only they can do, so
they are difficult people to replace—
but for the wrong reasons. Hanging
on to one particular job can sometimes lead to unnecessary tension
and even forced repatriation. For
missionaries, flexibility
is more
important than security since they
may be required to change jobs with
changing needs. (Note: I speak from
some experience in this area, having
held four different administrative
posts in the last year!)

3

A d v a n c e m e n t . It is a wellk n o w n fact that one of the
chief arguments against career
missionary service is the danger of
becoming obsolete in one's field of
expertise. Advancement may be
possible where there are no qualified nationals to do the j o b , but
eventually a national should assume

such responsibilities. Therefore
advancement can often be shortlived. Having said that, job obsolescence is certainly not inevitable, as
proved by my wife's recent acceptance into the doctoral program at
Harvard, 21 years after arriving in
Zambia! The "I'll become obsolete"
argument is sometimes little more
than an excuse for refusing God's
call to serve him in a different cultural setting. I am reminded of a
quote from the last letter written by
Alexander Mackay, the first resident
missionary in Uganda: "You sons of
England, here is the field for your
energies. Bring with you your highest education and your greatest talents. You will find scope for the
exercise of them all."

4

Responsibility. I had to agree
with the sign on this point
since I must admit to enjoying
a challenge. Missionaries are often
faced with greater responsibilities
overseas than they might have at
home, and such experiences can be
good opportunities for learning new
depths of God's grace and strength.
From a strictly human point of view,
responsibility can be as fulfilling in
missionary service as in secular
work. Christians certainly need not
be ashamed of enjoying and completing an especially challenging
task, f o r which we have G o d ' s
resources at our disposal.

5

Pleasant companions. How

could anyone disagree with
this o n e ? ! We all e n j o y a
peaceful working atmosphere. But
are f e l l o w m i s s i o n a r i e s always
"pleasant companions"? Missionary
publications routinely report that the
area of greatest stress for missionaries is relationships with colleagues.
Yet that may be due to the fact that
many missionaries are strong personalities (who otherwise probably
would never have left the familiarity
of home), and they often have little
choice of who their friends are,
especially on an isolated mission
station. In my experience of working in urban areas, where there is
admittedly more breathing
Evangelicalspace,
VisitorI

have found numerous missionary
colleagues with whom I have shared
a deep sense of common purpose
and friendship.

6

Status. This is the one that
almost prompted me to laugh
out loud right in the office (I
later wondered how I would ever
have explained such an outburst).
Missionaries are often rather deficient in status! Yet low status is
probably essential for any real ministry to take place. If others' perception of the missionary is that of
exaltation and privilege, that is the
kind of position that will be sought
when the missionary leaves, causing
untold p r o b l e m s f o r t h o s e who
remain. Missionaries, like other
mortals, must guard against the tendency for "followers" to put them
on pedestals. We are to follow the
example of Jesus, who was among
us as one who served.

7

Autonomy. North Americans
like this one since "doing your
own thing" sounds like something out of the Bill of Rights. We
enjoy being our own bosses and dislike having people looking over our
shoulders telling us what to do.
Individualism is highly prized! Yet
in much of the Third World, and
especially here in Africa, it is the

c o m m u n i t y that matters; doing
things together is the way forward. I
cringe when I think how often I
have stumbled on this one, and I am
g r a t e f u l f o r patient Z a m b i a n
Christians who have helped me see
a more biblical attitude toward ministering together.

T

hat is how at least one anonymous person thinks people
can be motivated so that they
perform better. Perhaps he (or she)
is right for the world at large.
Emphasizing what you can get from
a job is usually a pretty good selling
point—high pay, security, status,
etc. And these things are not necessarily bad; most of us appreciate
such benefits. But to motivate people? There is where I as a Christian
must draw the line. Certainly mis-

sionaries must be in the business of
emphasizing what they can give, not
what they can get—and I like to
think that is true for any Christian in
any occupation.
So I did not ask my friend for a
photocopy of his list to put on my
bulletin board. When I get weary in
well-doing and start wondering
about motivation, I prefer to look at
the quote from David Livingstone
that I have had on my office wall for
a long time. Sometime before he
died in 1873, in what is now
Zambia, he wrote, "Forbid it that we
should ever consider the holding of
a c o m m i s s i o n f r o m the King of
kings a sacrifice, so long as men
esteem the service of an earthly
sovereign an honour." I don't think
Livingstone would have agreed with
that list any more than I do.
•
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od aP work in our world
Contact Points
John Sider—Mexico City
One request we had left with the
churches was that God would direct us
to people who would be able to give us
good counsel and support in making initial contacts in the city. Has God
answered those prayers? Let me tell you
about it.
Very early in our time here, we met
Pastor Raul Santana, in whose congregation we have been worshiping. This is
giving us good opportunity to learn to
know Christians in the northern part of
the city (we live in the south). We shall
probably continue to worship with them
as we learn the fine discipleship program they are using, until we feel it is
time to begin working with those new
believers who will come to know Christ
in the area where we live.
A few days ago I made contact with
Luis Delgado, whose name I had been
given when we were still in language
study in Texas. He was just putting the
finishing touches on a family life seminar. This will again be an opportunity to
meet other people and leaders, the kinds
of resource people we need at this time.
We are thankful for these evidences that
God continues to work in response to
your prayers.

By design
Miriam Stern—Philadelphia, Pa.
In late January, a phone call came
from Coca Cola headquarters in Atlanta
asking if we would consent to give a
few days' accommodation to a young
Chinese man who had come to the
United States to learn the administrative
"ropes" in the Coca Cola Company. He
had completed seven months in Atlanta;
only the three months of training in
Philadelphia remained. But where
would he stay? Neither he nor we know
how our names happened to be on Coca
Cola's host family list (at the bottom,
no less!). But we were the only ones
who accepted "the offer." Thus David
arrived, and the few days became three
months.
Before he had left home, a Chinese
communist party member had told
18

David that there are many Christians in
America "good people"—and suggested
that he check out the church. Was it by
chance that he had lived with a
Christian host family in Atlanta—and
actually shared a room with a Chinese
Christian? Was it by chance that he then
became part of our household?
As the months passed he participated
in Bible studies, church services, weekend trips to other churches; one would
have thought that David was a believer.
We had been praying that would truly
happen. But the night before he left, he
admitted that he did not yet call himself
a Christian.
David left June 1 for three weeks of
debriefing in Atlanta before returning
home. He phoned twice, telling us that
he was "still thinking"—because he was
returning home, I understood. But he is
so close, I thought.
Then I remembered that God's timing is not the same as ours. If God could
bring David from China and set him in
the midst of two Christian host families,
he will be able to bring him to himself
back in Shanghai. You may help that
happen through prayer.

God moves in
Montaiban
Mike Holland—Caracas, Venezuela
The church has been doing very
well. Our average attendance for
Sunday mornings last year was 89; this
year it is just under 110. The Lord has
really done a work in bringing several
families back to us. One family left
almost two years ago and became
involved in a "Jesus only" (nontrinitarian) church. They came back to
Montaiban at the beginning of this year
after the Holy Spirit turned on a light in
their minds during a church service and
they were convicted that the teaching
they were receiving was not biblical.
Another family had left because the
wife felt we were not spiritual enough
since we did not require the strict patterns of dress that some churches do.
After trying a number of churches for a
year, the Lord revealed to the husband

that his wife would not be happy anywhere until she allowed the Spirit to do
a new work in her. So he came back to
the place God had called him—
Montaiban. He began coming faithfully
again, and in the last few months his
wife has also begun to attend.
Five cell groups meet, most on
Tuesday evenings, in communities
around the church. I lead one in the rancho (poor housing areas on the mountainsides surrounding the city) section
in Propatria. I see good potential for a
church planting there in the not-too-distant future. Two good families form the
core of the group. This evening there
were 5 adults and 10 children, so we
decided to start off with a children's
focus—several songs and a Bible story.
Then the children did some drawing
while we adults had our study and
prayer time. Please pray for the other
cell group leaders as well: Isabel in El
Paraiso, Loordes in Caricuao, Hugo and
Elsie in rancho Carapita, and Teresa in
Montaiban II. God is on the move!

SEMP is not a
breakfast cereal
Esther Spurrier—Dillsburg, Pa.
When 700 young people hit the
streets, the beaches, and the airport during the last week of July, it was look
out, Chicago! But these kids were not
intent on trashing the city; their purpose
was quite the opposite. Sonlife, a youth
discipleship program based at Moody
Bible Institute, organized Student
Evangelism Mobilization Programs at
three locations this summer, and a number of Brethren in Christ young people
were privileged to attend the one in
Chicago.
Preparation for these young people
involved the usual fund-raising activities, but also focused on personal preparedness. Becky Pippert's Out of the
Salt Shaker was on the reading list, and
each young person began praying for
five friends who need new life in Christ.
During SEMP, mornings were spent
in personal devotional time, apologetics
classes, and training in the use of one
Evangelical Visitor

particular evangelism tool. Afternoons
saw the young people go by twos to
approach people with a "religion and
life" survey to find those who were
open to talking about their beliefs. A
number of youth stayed behind each
day to pray for those on the street. The
goal for each day was to have one significant conversation with someone.

A Lifeline

Ministries

That meant keeping your equilibrium
through a lot of rebuffs! Evening sharing times brought stories of exciting
conversions and encouragement for frequent frustrations.
Chicago may never be the same, and
these kids have also been changed by
their experiences. But home is a different place, with people you encounter

Update

"The best place in town"
by Harriet Bicksler
As one of very few transitional housing facilities in San Francisco, Lifeline
Ministries Women's Shelter has a long
waiting list. It is not unusual for a social
worker to call Lifeline to ask that a
client be placed on the list or for individuals to call on their own behalf, saying that they've heard that Lifeline is
"supposed to be the best place in town."
Other shelter programs have consulted
with Lifeline to find out how to begin
similar programs. The ministry is very
much in demand; Administrative
Director Sheron Brunner receives frequent phone calls from other agencies.
She has also been asked to be a consultant for a government-funded social service agency that works with very lowincome people because they have heard
of Lifeline's success with budget counseling.
Right now, Lifeline can accommodate 12 people at a time; with more
funding and staff, additional space can
be opened to accommodate more. The
women (and their children) who come
to Lifeline are homeless for a number of
reasons; about two-thirds are on the run
from batterers or have already been
through shelters for battered women,
while others have been through a
divorce or have lost their jobs. Their
average stay at Lifeline is 108 days; 99
percent of those who have left since the
ministry began in September 1989 have
remained in independent living situations. The staff maintains ongoing contact with as many former residents as
possible.
While at Lifeline, the women are
guided toward independent living in a
variety of ways. There are effective parOctober 1991

enting classes because many stressedout women end up abusing their children. Members of the staff provide budget counseling, help with job procurement (especially for undocumented
Hispanic workers), refer to other agencies for legal and financial help, hold
Bible school for the children, counsel
pregnant women, provide spiritual
counseling. There is space at Lifeline
for residents to do income-producing
work such as ironing and sewing. About
one-third are employed when they come
(they don't make enough to pay rental
deposits, etc.); almost all are employed
by the time they leave.
The feedback from the residents has
been very positive. Most fit in well to
the requirements and discipline of the
program (some don't and leave). For
many Hispanic women, Lifeline is often
the difference between heaven and
hell—it's the first time they aren't
abused, and they have safety, cleanliness, peace, food, clothing, shelter.
Lifeline becomes their family—to
which they are devoted. One little boy
cried when he left because he'd have to
miss the weekly Bible school, so his
family comes back every week just for
that. Another woman, who had spent a
total of 20 years in prison, is now a successful administrative assistant in a drug
rehabilitation program. She had prayed
for a place and found Lifeline.
The biggest concern, as you might
imagine, is funding. Currently, Lifeline
receives the majority of its income from
Brethren in Christ sources (which is
appropriate, considering that Lifeline is
owned and operated by the denomination), but they must tap more local

day after day—not just once on the
street. God is at work, giving young
people a new sense of urgency for those
around them who don't have a relationship with Jesus Christ. Pray that they
will keep this vision clear throughout
the long school year ahead.
•

sources of funding (i.e., from individuals, churches, and agencies in the San
Francisco area). With $1 million in
assets and only $80,000 in remaining
debt from a substantial renovation project in 1988-1989, Lifeline is generally
doing okay financially, but continues to
need to develop a strong local financial
base as well as attract regular contributors across the church. (Currently, about
70-75 percent of Lifeline's budget
comes from Brethren in Christ sources,
including Cooperative Ministries and
direct individual contributions.)
The current staff at Lifeline, in addition to Sheron Brunner, consists of
Luann Zercher, Director of Ministry,
and VSers Marcy Kraybill and Pat and
Julian Howe. While Luann will be leaving at the end of this year and Sheron is
recruiting her replacement, the VSers
have all indicated their desire to continue at Lifeline. Sheron is deeply committed to the kind of ministry which
Lifeline is doing, going so far as to say
that if she weren't at Lifeline, she
would have to be doing what she's
doing somewhere.
As I've listened to Sheron talk about
Lifeline, I've been impressed with her
vision for ministry. There are both
opportunities and obstacles, but with a
positive attitude, which I believe Sheron
has, the former can overcome the latter.
I believe that the Lord has a place for
the Brethren in Christ in San Francisco,
and I pray that we will be able to continue to provide the kind of support
(emotional, spiritual, financial) that is
needed to make Lifeline work and to
help it continue to be "the best place in
town" for homeless women and children.
This article was based on a telephone
interview with Sheron Brunner. It first
appeared in the July 1991 issue of "City
Talk," a newsletter on urban ministries published by the Board for
Brotherhood
Concerns.
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Allegheny Conference
On Aug. 18 the Laity Sunday sermon at the
Abundant Life church, Uniontown, Pa., was
"No More Square Pegs in Round Holes." •
The Air Hill church, Chambersburg, Pa., is
offering the Larry Burkette "How to Manage
Your Money" series as a fall Sunday school
elective. On Aug. 25 the Young at Heart group
from Shippensburg gave the musical "Some
Golden Day Break." • Pastor Benner of the
Antrim church, Chambersburg, preached the
Aug. 24 dedication day sermon for the Antrim
church in Tsholotsho, Zimbabwe, for which the
American congregation supplied funds. •
Family portrait day for members of the Canoe
Creek congregation, Hollidaysburg, Pa., was
Aug. 30. • Ron and Jaylene Shannon and their
children, members of the Chambersburg
church, left in August for two years of service
at Timber Bay Children's Home.
A farewell meal was held Aug. 4 at the

Fairview Ave. church, Waynesboro, Pa., for
Pastor Lynn and Carol Thrush and children
who left after 13 years to serve the Chino
church in California. A cash gift and remembrance book augmented the program. • The
Aug. 12-16 VBS of the Five Forks congregation, Waynesboro, saw an average attendance
of 144, and a total offering of $956. • On Aug.
25 the Green Spring congregation, Newville,
Pa., had a noteburning ceremony for the
Sunday school wing, and an offering for
enlarging the parking lot. • On Aug. 25 the
Christian education staff of the Hollowell
church, Waynesboro, viewed "The Law of
Readiness" about teaching preparation and
how it affects learning. A staff appreciation
picnic was Sept. 7.
The Aug. 24 men's fellowship dinner
theme of the Iron Springs church, Fairfield,
Pa., was bow hunting, with a shooting clinic,
game commission representative, and a devotional on "Biblical Bows and Arrows." • John

Orchard Creek Fellowship reports in

Ministry O p p o r t u n i t y

John Gibbins is also working one day a
week on staff in an area relating to his current
studies, as is Laurie Lewis. John is completing
a BRE degree at Emmanuel Bible College, and
Laurie is in the MTS program at Ontario
Theological Seminary.
Karen Lofthouse has assumed leadership of
a growing nursery ministry, along with helpers
Janet Lewis and Rachel Leadley. Mary Lewis
and Ben Gooderham will lead children's
church on a rotating basis.
The Orchard Creek fellowship offered an
outreach seminar on October 1 at the Holiday
Inn on "The Family in Stressful Times" with
Dr. David Steward, speaker; and "Finances in
Stressful Times" with Rev. Robert Leadley,
speaker. Contact is being made with new families in the area. A new Bible study has begun,
meeting bi-weekly on Wednesday evenings.—
Pastor Kathleen Leadley

The Holden Park congregation,
Orlando, Fla., is looking for a director for their day care center—50 to
60 c h i l d r e n a n d 12 s t a f f . J o b
Assignment: overall leadership and
administration of the center; being
sensitive and alert to ministering to
families. Responsible to day care
b o a r d . E x p e r i e n c e in b u s i n e s s
administration and/or child development needed. Salary is negotiable,
taking into consideration education,
training, and experience.
Send inquiries to Holden Park
B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t C h u r c h , 745
Holden Avenue, Orlando, FL 32839,
or phone (407) 855-6331.

Paxton Street Home has created
the new p o s i t i o n of Director of
Operations. Responsibilities include
supervising the day to day operations of an 83-bed Christian personal care and domiciliary care home
for emotionally and mentally challenged adults. Qualifications: strong
ministry motivation with people and
nurturing skills, and management
experience. Date of hire: January
1992. Send resume to Chris Book,
Paxton Street Home, 2001 Paxton
St., Harrisburg, PA 17111.

A new church is taking shape in St.
Catharines, Ontario, Canada. Key persons are
assuming roles which will guide the fellowship
through its inaugural days.
John and Kirsha Condon participated in the
summer ministry by providing a children's
time during each Sunday morning service. This
included drama, mime, and puppet shows. The
Condons received training in children's ministry through Youth With A Mission while
serving as missionaries in South America.
They, along with John and Irene Gibbins, who
recently completed five weeks of service at
Camp Kahquah, started a youth group this fall.
Plans include teaching drama to the teens and
including them regularly in the services.
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New position open

and Esther Spurrier spoke about missions after
a fellowship meal Aug. 21 at the Martinsburg,
Pa., church. • An air conditioning system was
on site and paid for in August by the M t Rock
congregation, Shippensburg, Pa. • On Oct. 5
the New Guilford church, Chambersburg, Pa.,
initiated a third regular worship service on
Saturday nights geared toward young adults.
The evangelistic services will feature contemporary music and messages by Terry Hoke,
Barry Starliper, and Ken Kipe. • On Aug. 25
the Paramount church, Hagerstown, Md., had
a baptismal service for four persons followed
by a church picnic with 94 in attendance. • On
Aug. 24 the Van Lear congregation,
Williamsport, Md., had a yard and bake sale
and community carnival on the church property-

Atlantic Conference
On Aug. 14 the New Light music team
from Messiah College sang for the Conoy congregation, Elizabethtown, Pa. • The Cross
Roads church, Mount Joy, Pa., had an Aug. 25
"Sundae evening fellowship." Allen and
Leoda Buckwalter spoke in the Aug. 14 MPF
service. • The Elizabethtown congregation had
a hymn sing and refreshments the evening of
Aug. 4. Dave and Marilyn Howell recently
hosted a readers' theater get-together. • Mike
Ebersole of the Fairland congregation, Cleona,
Pa., left Aug. 6 for two years at Timber Bay
C h i l d r e n ' s Home. The church recently
received 10 new members. • Gaye Dimmick
joined the Fellowship Chapel congregation,
Bronx, N.Y., in worship on Aug. 18 on her
way to Kenbrook Bible Camp to teach drama.
She creatively portrayed songs in mime.
The Free Grace congregation, Millersburg,
Pa., recently participated in the Aug. 31 Family
Music Retreat at Black Rock Retreat,
Quarryville. Pioneer Clubs began Sept. 4. •
Beginning Sept. 16, the Hershey, Pa., congregation had a teleharvest evangelistic project
involving 20,000 phone calls. Projected results
from that number of calls is 100 new attenders.
• The Hummelstown, Pa., church had a carryin meal and vesper service on Sept. 8. Ladies'
Bible studies resumed Sept. 9, 10. • A kids
interview, meal, and talk by Bruce McCracken,
chair of the Department of Christian Education
at Lancaster Bible College, were features of the

Position Available
A s s i s t a n t to the m a n a g e r in
charge of maintenance at Camp
L a k e v i e w , G o o d r i c h , Mich. The
position is available immediately. If
interested, please apply to Ronald
Slabaugh, 2450 W. Snover Rd.,
Sandusky, Ml 48471. Phone (313)
672-9624.

Evangelical
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Christian education kick-off meal Aug. 28 of
the Lancaster, Pa., congregation.
The Locust Grove church, York, Pa., began
a united adult Sunday school class in
September, with a history of early missions in
Southern Africa, then four Sundays on money
and the Bible by Donald Zook. • Arthur
Climenhaga delivered the Aug. 18 sermon at
the Manor church, Mountville, Pa., on the
power of prayer. • Average attendance was 25
at a 5-Day Club held July 29—Aug. 2 by the
Mastersonville church, Manheim, Pa. • The
Millersville, Pa., church received nine new
members on Aug. 25. The film on that evening
was "Without Reservation." • Aug. 19 was the
deadline for submission of bids for the construction of the addition to the Palmyra, Pa.,
church. The youth went to an Orioles-Bluejays
game on Aug. 27.
Rolin and Betty Rheinheimer, MCC volunteers in Bangladesh, were Aug. 28 speakers at
the Pequea church, Lancaster, Pa. A surprise
25th wedding anniversary party was given for
Pastor Omer and Marty King on Aug. 4. •
Former assistant pastor John Long of the
Refton, Pa., church will begin teaching math in
Zambia in January. The church has completed
work and permissions for a Refton favorites
songbook. • The Silverdale, Pa., congregation
held its seventh annual retreat Aug. 30—Sept.
1 at Kenbrook Camp with Bishop Hoffman as
speaker. The church was among 100 churches
participating in Encounter '91, an evangelistic
effort Sept. 22-29 in the Lansdale area.
The Aug. 18 sermon at the Souderton, Pa.,
church was "Reflections on Romania" by
Connie Carver. The youth attended the Aug.
18 Buck-Mont end-of-summer/back-to-school
picnic at Evansburg State Park with four other
area churches. • The Speedwell Heights
church, Lititz, Pa., planned a pool party for
Aug. 4. The youth put on the musical
"Everyone Calls Him Sir" on Aug. 25. • The
Geigers spoke on Aug. 18 to the Stowe, Pa.,
congregation on their mission work in
Colombia. • The Acts Class of the Summit
View church, New Holland, Pa., had a
Hawaiian party on Aug. 11.

Canadian Conference
Fern and Warren Hill of the Bertie congregation, Stevensville, Ont., were honored
recently at a 60th wedding anniversary open
house. They were married June 30, 1931, and
have two children, three grandchildren, and

three great-grandchildren. • The Cheapside
congregation, Nanticoke, Ont., reports a daily
average of 76 children and 24 adult helpers at
their summer VBS. • Members of the
Kindersley, Sask., congregation were invited to
the Aug. 11 "Allegemeinde Jugend Verein"
(joint church picnic) at Luseland Bible Camp
October 1991

Historical marker dedicated at Christian Union
The ranks of the Christian Union congregation swelled to 157 on Aug. 18 as the Brechbill
family gathered in Garrett, Ind. The descendants of DeKalb County pioneer Jacob and
Sarah (Ober) Brechbill dedicated a historical
marker to the couple honoring them for donating the first plot of land for the Christian Union
church and burial ground in 1882. The marker

is located along County Road 7 on the church
property. Jacob and Sarah moved to DeKalb
County in 1864 from Starke County, Ohio, and
eventually owned 370 acres. They had eight
children whose descendents began holding regular reunions in 1953 and last gathered at
Christian Union in 1976.

with three local Mennonite churches.
Enrollment for the Aug. 12-16 VBS was 47,
including many community children. • The
Lakeside Community congregation, Calgary,
Alb., heard a two-part sermon in August on
"Why Do Bad Things Happen to Good
People?"
The North East Community congregation,
Calgary, Alb., had a Sept. 2 leaflet distribution
to publicize the Sept. 8 Kids' Day featuring
Lothar Malmberg, good news magician, and
Peter Mierau as Fester the Tramp Clown. •
The Oak Ridges, Ont., congregation planned a
family corn roast for Sept. 7. • On Aug. 24 the
Port Colborne, Ont., congregation planned a
rummage sale to benefit the new church nursery. • The Ridgemount congregation,
Hamilton, Ont., had a missions service Aug. 11
featuring Tim and Martha Giles from
Venezuela, a corn roast, and songfest. • Aug.
31 was Family Fellowship Day at the
Springvale, Ont., church with activities for all
ages. • Worship time at the July 30 community
concert of prayer was led by the Westheights
church, Kitchener, Ont., music team.

dom. • Bishop Ginder spoke to the Union
Grove congregation, New Paris, Ind., on Aug.
18 about the goals setting plans of the Central
Conference.

Central Conference
The Amherst congregation, Massillon,
Ohio, had an Aug. 4 picnic and vespers at
Main Park. • "Equipping Saints for Ministry"
was the theme of the Aug. 29 Christian education training workshop held at the Ashland,
Ohio, church. • On Aug. 17 the Beulah Chapel
church, Springfield, Ohio, hosted Jim Mock's
finance seminar, "Thinking Biblically as
Kingdom Builders." • On the evening of Aug.
18, Vemon and Doris Martin gave a report to
the Fairview congregation, Englewood, Ohio,
on their missions visit to Caracas, Venezuela. •
On Aug. 11 the Lakeview church, Goodrich,
Mich., celebrated their 22nd year with a special
service and potluck meal. • New fall elective
studies at the Mooretown church, Sandusky,
Mich., were "The Hurried Family," and the
"Focus on the Family" film series.
Shirley Ellis of Indianapolis spoke at a
women's fellowship brunch on Aug. 24 at the
Nappanee, Ind., church. The children recently
enjoyed an eight-part Wednesday night series
on the life of Fannie Crosby. • The Phoneton
congregation, Tipp City, Ohio, enjoyed a
carry-in dinner on Aug. 25. The Aug. 27
women's fellowship meeting included a hike at
Charleston Falls. • On Aug. 18 the Pleasant
Hill, Ohio, congregation viewed the film
"Future Tense" about the return of Christ.
Four were baptized Aug. 28. • The Sippo
Valley congregation, Massillon, Ohio, recently
viewed videos on dealing with financial free-

Midwest Conference
The Mound Park congregation, Dallas
Center, Iowa, undertook major fix-up work this
summer including painting. On Aug. 25 there
was a salad supper honoring teachers. • The
monthly potluck meal at the Navajo Chapel,
Bloomfield, N.M., was Aug. 11. Jim Charley
was speaker, and Connie Sechrist and Dulcy
Wero gave children's ministry at Sagebrush
'91, the annual campmeeting. • The Oklahoma
City, Okla., congregation reports average attendance in the first half of 1991 as 56 in worship
and 41 in Sunday school. The congregation
had a "family chat" after a back-to-school
party on Aug. 25 to informally discuss the
church's vision and future needs. • Twentyfive youth of the Rosebank church, Hope,
Kan., attended a picnic on Aug. 14. • Dean and
Ann Marie Parry shared on Aug. 18 with the
Zion congregation, Abilene, Kan., about their
work in Africa.

Pacific Conference
Ron and Barbara Graff began as pastoral
couple in September of the Alta Loma, Calif.,
congregation. • Five men of the Chino Hills
congregation, Chino, Calif., accepted Christ as
a result of the Pacific Conference men's retreat
this summer. • Ralph and Joan Wenger were
installed July 28 as senior pastoral couple of
the Ontario, Calif., church. • The youth of the

Upland congregation celebrates
On June 30 the Upland, Calif., church celebrated elimination of their debt. Alvin
Burkholder, longtime servant of the denomination in matters of finance and member at
Upland, reports: "I was asked by the church
board to head the mini-campaign for paying off
the Upland church debt. It was around
$30,000, but it bothered me and others. So we
just wrote a letter to all the church families and
asked them to send a cash donation. In 10 days
we had $30,000 and by the time the three-week
campaign was over, $10,000 for missions."
Also on June 30 the congregation dedicated
balcony and sanctuary lighting, the result of a
$28,000 bequest from the estate of Noah and
Vesta Musser; and changed the name of the
chapel to Burkholder Chapel to honor Alvin,
who was the first Stewardship Director for the
Brethren in Christ Church.
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Pacific Highway congregation, Salem, Ore.,
had an Aug. 17 campout at Dunlap Lake in the
Cascade mountains. They also sponsored a
spaghetti lunch on Aug. 11. • Rod and Gwen
White concluded their ministry on Sept. 14 at
the Riverside, Calif., church. Sept. 15 was
planned as Ministry Celebration Day. • Bill
Maher resigned as youth minister of the
Upland, Calif., church at the end of August to
become minister of the Mt. Baldy Community
Church.

Celebrating
God's
provision
by W. Edward Rickman

Cooperative Ministries

Receipts—Year to Date
January 1 - August 31,1991

1991
1990
Proportionate and
Designated
1.705.828 1.583.227
Congregational 1,604,560 1,419,500
Individual
101,628
163,727
Direct Giving
Congregational
Individual

210.369
111,893
98,476

217,659
129,362
88,297

1.916.197

1.800.886

Total Budget
3.835.885
Received to Date
49.95%

3.749.096
48.04%%

Total to Date
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Southeast Conference
On Aug. 30 the Community Bible church,
Sarasota, Fla., had a teacher appreciation dinner with speaker Gene Miller, spiritual life
counselor and Bible teacher at Sarasota
Christian School. The youth attended the Sept.
6 Night of Joy at Disney World. • Ken and
Wanda Gibson were installed Aug. 4 as pastoral couple of the Dayspring Covenant
church, Harrisonburg, Va. • A portion of the
denominational subsidy for the Holden Park

"Celebrating God's provision for
Brethren in Christ Ministries" is the
theme for "Missions 91" which is now
in progress. There is much to celebrate!
As we think of the above theme, take
time to reflect, rejoice, and celebrate all
the blessings that are ours.
First, let's celebrate God!
God has been faithful in loving, nurturing, supplying, and caring for us in
all of our needs. This is true individually and corporately as a church. God has
blessed us with a great heritage and a
bright future. We can celebrate his presence in our lives. Through Christ, he is
"the same yesterday, today, and forever." Celebrate God!
Second, we can celebrate God's provision!
Over the years God has faithfully
provided for the church and the ministries of the church. It is true that there
have been times when it appeared that
the supply would not be adequate.
We've had to make some adjustments
some of which have been painful
because lives and ministries were
affected. However, those very factors
have driven us to our knees, called us to
new commitments and sacrifice, helped
us to recognize that redeployment of
people may be in God's will, and given
a new perspective of what God wants to
do through us. God is at work in us!
There are now many reasons to celebrate God's provision. "Missions 91" is
focusing on this very area in the following ways:
1. Congregational challenge
A challenge has gone out to every
Brethren in Christ congregation: giving
which exceeds the congregational bud-

congregation, Orlando, Fla., went to send several persons to the Sept. 23-25 John Maxwell
seminar. • The highest average attendance (65)
in 10 years was recorded July 29—Aug. 2 at
the VBS of the Pomeroy Chapel church,
Smithville, Tenn. Classes for age 3 through
grade nine featured 1 John 1:9 and Romans
6:23 as the basis for the gospel presentation. •
The Winchester, Va., congregation studied the
book Basic Human Needs in August. The men
enjoy a fellowship breakfast the first Saturday

get for Cooperative Ministries will be
matched for any amount up to $5,000.
We can celebrate that God has provided
the donor of this challenge gift as well
as the challenge to our congregations.
Let's celebrate by giving to exceed our
budgets and make this challenge as
effective as possible for God's glory.
2. Future vision challenge
Every congregation is in the process
of evaluating its commitments to the
future ministries of the Brethren in
Christ. Let's celebrate the resources
God has given us and the ministries
which are extensions of our local congregations to the ends of the earth!
3. Celebrating "A Month of Prayer
and Fasting"—November 1991
Every Brethren in Christ church is
encouraged to join in a "Month of
Prayer and Fasting" in November. This
month will focus on renewal and revival
in the church, and the effectiveness of
all Brethren in Christ ministries, the
empowerment of God's Spirit in all of
our personnel, and the enabling of adequate resources for all our ministries.
Let's celebrate God's provision through
this united "Month of Prayer."
4. Celebrating through individual
opportunities to support Brethren in
Christ ministries
God has provided resources for his
work by entrusting his stewards with
those resources. Let's celebrate the
opportunities for making individual
contributions to assure the forward
thrust of all Brethren in Christ ministries.
5. Celebrating the priorities of the
church
God, through our prayers, has led our
church leaders to establish priorities for
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of each month. • The Board for Ministry of the
Southeast Conference convened for the first
time Aug. 3 in Roanoke, Va.

Susquehanna Conference
In August the Big Valley church had missions presentations by Michael Speicher about
his summer work in Haiti, and by Bruce and
Merly Bundy about the work in Spain. • The
Carlisle, Pa., church cancelled Sunday school

our Brethren in Christ churches and
ministries for the next few years. These
priorities will help to focus our vision
and our resources to meet the challenge
in these areas. Let's celebrate God's
direction in our church through the priorities of evangelism and discipleship.
6. Celebrate!
Through our united vision, prayer,
planning, and obedience we will have
reason to celebrate in early 1992 the full
provision of God for all our Brethren in
Christ ministries. We anticipate 1991
giving will exceed all expectations.
Let's celebrate the above plans for
"Missions 91."
Third, we can celebrate Brethren in
Christ ministries.
As a church we are so fortunate to
have ministries that are literally reaching around the world. The quality of
Brethren in Christ ministries is second
to none. The dedication of our Brethren
in Christ personnel is second to none.
The fiscal responsibility of our Brethren
in Christ ministries is second to none.
I, for one, am grateful to God for
being a part of the Brethren in Christ
and having the opportunity to support
the ministries he has given us. Let's all
celebrate God's provision for Brethren
in Christ ministries! He provides
through me and you and you. . . .

W. Edward Rickman
Stewardship, U.S.A

October 1991

is the Director

of

Aug. 4—Sept. 1. The third annual GRADE
picnic for workers and church newcomers was
Aug. 17. An evening concert by Craig Gephart
and Scott Wert was Aug. 18. • The Golden
Agers of the Cedar Grove church, Mifflintown,
Pa., are participating in the Adopt a Highway
project, cleaning trash from a two-mile stretch
of road near the church. • Pastor John and
Mary Bundy and their son Daryl planned to
tour the Soviet Union from Aug. 14-30. • Mike
Martinelli began as youth pastor July 29 of the
Cumberland Valley congregation, Dillsburg,
Pa. • "The Right to Live" and "The Right to
Die" were two of the summer sermon topics at
the Dillsburg church in the series "Being God's
People in a Broken World." Sunday school
discussions on the topics followed the morning
service.
A dinner Aug. 18 celebrated the beginning
of Bob and Nancy Ives' 21st year of pastoral
ministry at the Grantham, Pa., church. • The
pastor's class "On Being Brethren in Christ,"
geared toward youth, began in September at
the Jemison Valley church, Westfield, Pa. •
Both the parsonage and the present
Mechanicsburg, Pa., church building have
been listed with realtors. The new family life
center is well under way. Average worship
attendance the first half of 1991 was up 30. •
Bruce and Merly Bundy spoke Aug. 25 to the
Messiah Village congregation, Mechanicsburg,
about the church-planting venture in Spain. •
The Redland Valley congregation, York
Haven, Pa., had a yard/craft/bake sale Aug. 810. The youth took a backpacking trip Aug.
23-25. • The First Annual Susquehanna
Conference Church Growth Dinner was Sept.
12 at the Carlisle church with Craig Sider,
speaker. The fund raising goal was $18,000.

For The Record
Births
Bechtel: Daine Scott, Aug. 9; Scott and
Monda (Leight) Bechtel, Souderton congregation, Pa.
Beck: Julie Ann, July 8; Kevin and Uni
Beck, Fairland congregation, Pa.
Bingaman: Randa Lindsay, Aug. 24;
Randy and Ronalyn (Decker) Bingaman,
Hollowell congregation, Pa.
Bonilla: David Jonathan, Aug. 22; Erika
and Alfredo Bonilla, Pacific Highway congregation, Ore.
Boozer: Jonathan Richard-Ray, July 31;
Jim and Rae Ann (Bowers) Boozer,
Elizabethtown congregation, Pa.
Burish: Jairus Richard, Aug. 3; Steve and
Suzan (Earles) Burish, Waukena congregation,
Calif.
Burkholder: Joshua Lee, July 13; Kermit
and Sheila (Peters) Burkholder, Mastersonville
congregation, Pa.
Charley: Anastasia Ray, May 19;
Raymond and Anna Jean (White) Charley,
Navajo Chapel congregation, N.M.
Fessler: Jarrett Stephen, June 15; Steve and
Angie (Taylor) Fessler, Antrim congregation,
Pa.

All correspondents are reminded to highlight
newsworthy items in their bulletins, or write out
brief descriptions of events. This saves staff time,
thus holding down Visitor costs. Deadline for
receipt of all news is the first day of each month.
For example, news for this issue arrived in our
office by Sept. 1.

Funk: Todd Donald, Aug. 16; Douglas and
Linda (Martin) Funk, Manor congregation, Pa.
Genery: Khryssa Bethany, July 20; Wayne
and Marilyn (Musselman) Genery, Cheapside
congregation, Ont.
George: Megan Elizabeth, July 15; Travis
and Carolyn (Meyers) George, Antrim congregation, Pa.
Grove: Jordan Edward, Aug. 3; Jay and
Peggy (Charles) Grove, Mt. Rock congregation, Pa.
Heisey: Jeffery Loren, Aug. 15; Jay and
Sandy (Winters) Heisey, Cross Roads congregation, Pa.
Herr: Caryn Faith, Aug. 23; Jerome and
Nitavonne Herr, Mound Park congregation,
Iowa.
Hissong: Morgan Elizabeth, July 26; Greg
and Trish Hissong, Antrim congregation, Pa.
Hock: Ryan David, July 14; Mervin and
Debbie (Hollinger) Hock, Antrim congregation, Pa.
Hoffman: Tesh Nicholle, Aug. 21; Chad
and Wendy (Stone) Hoffman, Conoy congregation, Pa.
Keller: Maxine Alysse, July 29; Mike and
Michele (Emory) Keller, Antrim congregation,
Pa.
Krempin: Derek Arthur, Aug. 3; Arthur
and Bonnie (Winger) Krempin, Westheights
congregation, Ont.
Kroeker: Rachel Lynne, July 25; Gary and
Cassie Kroeker, Pacific Highway congregation,
Ore.
Lehman-Schletewitz: Joy Hannah, Aug.
19; Paul and Katherine (Bivins) LehmanSchletewitz, Walnut Valley congregation,
Calif.
Longenecker: Mark Austin, July 22; Carl
and Lori (Wiggins) Longenecker, Manor congregation, Pa.
McKee: Tyler Allen, Aug. 18; Greg and
Candie McKee, New Guilford congregation,
Pa.
Messick: Douglas Michael, Aug. 16; Dean
and Jean (Long) Messick, Elizabethtown congregation, Pa.
Middlemiss: Daniel, July 26; Don and
Jackie (DeSilva Piques) Middlemiss, Bertie
congregation, Ont.
Olson: Courtney Rae, Aug. 8; Dave and
Kathy Olson, Mound Park congregation, Iowa.
Piett: Sarah Nicole, July 21; Michael and
Michele (Winger) Piett, Bertie congregation,
Ont.
Ritchey: Shannon Scott, Aug. 19; Ryan
and Cindy Ritchey, New Guilford congregation, Pa.
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Ryan: Courtney Dawn, June 28; Scott and
Doneta (Wingert) Ryan, Antrim congregation,
Pa.
Smeltz: Abigail Leah, July 23; Luke and
Kelly (Haring) Smeltz, Free Grace congregation, Pa.
Stekhuizen: Andrew Michael, July 14;
Derek and Audrey Stekhuizen, Community
Bible congregation, Fla.
Stutzman: Stephanie Marie, July 25; Scott
and Melody (Morris) Stutzman, Lancaster congregation, Pa.
Troost: Stephan Douglas, July 6; Dirk and
Colleen (Grove) Troost, Holland.
Tumilty: Matthew Dale, July 2; Matthew
and Heather Tumilty, Fairland congregation,
Pa.
Valentin: Zarek Chase, Aug. 6; Manny and
Debbie (Graybill) Valentin, Lancaster congregation, Pa.
Wengert: Brian Michael, Aug. 3; Curtis
and Sherry (Frey) Wengert, Manor congregation, Pa.
Williams: Mark Robert, July 13; Robert
and Margaret (Mater) Williams, Bertie congregation, Ont.
Winger: Stephanie Marie, July 22; Randy
and Sue (Ardizzone) Winger, Bertie congregation, Ont.
Wingert: Bethany Ann, Aug. 19; Lester
and Judy (Eberly) Wingert, New Guilford congregation, Pa.

Weddings
Bates-Lebeck: Lori-Ann, daughter of
Allen and Kay Lebeck, Stayner, Ont., and
David Robert, son of Robert and Marie Bates,
Stayner, Aug. 3, at Stayner Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Darrell Winger and Rev.
James Cooper officiating.
Bodner-Keebaugh: Sue Ellen, daughter of
Ed and Dorothy Keebaugh, Chambersburg,
Pa., and Kevin Norton, son of Rick and Brenda
Bodner, July 27, at Wilson College Chapel
with Rev. Lloyd T. Zimmerman officiating.
Kelchner-Mattern: Kelly L., daughter of
Bob Leonard and Willetta Mattern, and Jeff L.,
son of Bob and Lois Kelchner, July 13, at
Elizabethtown Brethren in Christ Church with
Rev. David Hall officiating.
Kreider-Hart: Kelly J., daughter of John
and Jo Ann Hart, Lancaster, Pa., and Kenneth
W., son of Marlin and Elsie Kreider,
Washington Boro, Pa., Aug. 17, at Pequea
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Omer E.
King officiating.
Rossi-Fretz: Susan Marie, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eldon Fretz, Stouffville, Ont., and
Anselmo Eugenio (Sam), son of Mr. and Mrs.
Anselmo Rossi, Ridgeway, Ont., Aug. 10, at
Riverside Chapel Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. John Day officiating.
Shetterly-Yoder: Rachel Salome, daughter
of Benjamin and Elsie Yoder, Millersburg, Pa.,
and Steven Allen, son of Donald and Sandra
Shetterly, Millersburg, Aug. 17, at Free Grace
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Luke L.
Keefer, Sr., and Rev. J. Richard Lehman officiating.
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Sipes-Divel: Jacklyn Fern, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Divel, Hancock, Md., and
William Eugene, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Sipes, Warfordsburg, Pa., July 6, at Bedford
Chapel with Rev. Lome Lichty officiating.
Stickley-Thompson: Paula Lynn, daughter
of Vern and Mildred Thompson, Collingwood,
Ont., and Timothy Lee, son of Harvey and
Gladys Stickley, Waterloo, Ont., Aug. 3, at
Collingwood Missionary Church with Rev.
Harvey Stickley and Rev. Wayne Wardell officiating.
Yoder-Ulery: Karen Denise, daughter of
Keith and Lucille Ulery, Elizabethtown, Pa.,
and John O. HI, son of John and Arlene Yoder,
Stevens, Pa., June 22, at Lancaster Church of
the Brethren with Rev. James Ernst officiating.

Obituaries
Bulgrien: Elsie M. Bulgrien, born Apr. 25,
1895, in Ontario, died July 21. Preceding her in
death were her husband, Edward; 2 sons,
James and Lester; 3 brothers; and 2 sisters.
Surviving are 2 sons, Alvin and Kenneth; 3
daughters, Luella Kady, Erva Schlicht, and
Arlene Marz; 27 grandchildren; several greatgreat-grandchildren; 3 great-great-great-grandchildren; and a sister, Eva Guilliat. The funeral
service was held at the Mooretown church,
Sandusky, Mich., with Rev. Ronald Slabaugh
and Rev. Melvin Stauffer officiating. Interment
was in Moore Township Cemetery.
Gordon: David H. Gordon, born in 1918,
died July 2. He was preceded in death by two
grandchildren. Surviving are his wife, Lillian;
children (and in-laws) Dave, Pam, Bruce, Ken,
Linda, Ron, Marilyn, Paul, and Kris; 16 grandchildren; 3 great-grandchildren; a brother; and
3 sisters. The funeral was held at Hyde and
Mott Chapel, Hagersville, Ont., with Rev. J.
Harold Sherk officiating. Interment was in
Cheapside United Cemetery.
Hilsher: Harry S. Hilsher, born Apr. 11,
1911, son of Harry H. and Maria Shelly
Hilsher, died Aug. 14. Surviving are his wife,
Anna Mae (Risser); two sons, Donald and
Marlin; a daughter, Nancy J. Epps; eight
grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; two
brothers, Paul and Clarence; and a sister, Ethel
Hollinger. He retired in 1975 from 25 years in
the landscaping department of the Masonic
Homes in Elizabethtown. He was a member of
the Conoy congregation where the funeral was
held with Rev. Kenneth L. Engle officiating.
Interment was in the church cemetery.
Kauffman: Raymond E. Kauffman, Jr.,
born Feb. 20, 1932, son of Raymond E. and
Virginia Staley Kauffman, died Aug. 7.
Surviving are his wife, June (Kramer); two
sons, Curtis E. and Tommy R.; two brothers,
Richard and Edward; a sister, Lila Fickes; and
a stepbrother, Robert Baker. He was a U.S.
Army veteran, and had been a painter for
Sunny Hill Developers, Chambersburg, Pa. He
was a member of the New Guilford church
where the funeral was held with Rev. Robert
D. Verno officiating. Interment was in
Parklawns Memorial Gardens.
Lilley: Robert I. Lilley, born Jan. 5, 1939,
son of William W. and Edna M. Lilley, died
June 19. Surviving are his wife, Judy A.; three
sons, Bryan E., Robert I., and John E.; three

grandsons; three brothers; and two sisters. He
worked at York International Corp. for 25
years and was a member of the Locust Grove
congregation, Pa., where he was head usher.
The funeral was held at the church with Rev.
Barton Starr and Rev. George E. Bundy officiating. Interment was in Church Hill Cemetery.
Mater: Faun Mater, born Aug. 27, 1919, in
Fenwick, Ont., died June 3. Surviving are her
husband, Adin; a son, Merle; 5 grandchildren;
13 great-grandchildren; and a twin sister, Fay.
She was a member of the Port Colborne congregation where the funeral was held with Rev.
Brian Lofthouse officiating. Interment was in
Zion Cemetery.
Mattes: Tyler David Mattes, born July 21,
1991, in Lancaster, Pa., died July 26. Surviving
are his parents, David and Cristina Mattes; a
sister, Rachel Lian; paternal grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Mattes; maternal grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barr; and a great-grandfather, Paul Jones. His parents are members of
the Manor congregation where the funeral was
held with Rev. Robert W. Hempy and Rev.
Esther D. Snyder officiating. Interment was in
the church cemetery.
Swalm: Ernest John Swalm, born Jan. 25,
1897, near Duntroon, Ont., son of Bishop Isaac
and Mary Alice Swalm, died Aug. 12, after living all his life on the family farm. He was preceded in death by his wife, Maggie (Steckley);
a sister, Pearl; and a granddaughter, Lynn
Hawes. Surviving are a son, Ray; 3 daughters,
Lela Hostetler, Jean, and Mildred Hawes; 8
grandchildren; and 10 great-grandchildren.
From 1920 until his
death he served as a
minister in the Brethren
in Christ Church. He
was very active in the
General Conference,
serving several terms as
Moderator as well as on
many boards, including
Niagara
Christian
College. He traveled throughout North
America as an evangelist, conducting 354
revival meetings. Bishop Swalm was active in
various interdenominational organizations,
serving as chairman of the Ontario Conference
of Historic Peace Churches for 25 years; the
Presidium of the Mennonite World
Conference; the Canadian Bible Society;
Evangelical Fellowship of Canada; and the
board of Ontario Bible College. World War II
found him interceding for young men with
government authorities. Perhaps he will be best
remembered for his humor and his interest in
people of all ages, remembering each by name.
In 1977 he was awarded an honorary doctorate
by Waterloo University. He received a Citation
for Christian Service from Messiah College,
and the Distinguished Service Award from
Niagara Christian College. During his retirement years he remained active in the local ministerium, in speaking, in counseling, and in a
special ministry of letter-writing. He was a lifetime member of the Stayner, Ont., congregation where the funeral was held with Rev.
Darrell Winger and Rev. Ivan Franck officiating. Tributes were given by Bishop Emeritus
Charlie B. Byers, Bishop Emeritus Henry A.
Ginder, Bishop R. Dale Shaw, Rev. Harvey R.
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1991 Roxbury
Holiness Camp
Meeting

Dr. Charles Killian, Asbury Seminary professor portraying John Wesley.

A quiet and powerful moving of the Holy
S p i r i t . . . a healing presence . . . a sense of new
hope. . . . These were some of the special features of the 1991 camp meeting.
At several of the evening services there was
a sense of hushed expectancy as the evangelist
invited people to come to the altar to make a
full surrender to God in order to experience the
fullness of the Holy Spirit. On one such occasion 35 people came for prayer.
"The central spot in the camp meeting is not
the pulpit, but the altar," was a statement made
by one of the speakers, Dr. Dennis Kinlaw,
Chancellor of Asbury College, as he pointed
out the importance of the altar as a place to meet God personally. In the
1991 camp meeting we saw the importance of both the preaching and the
altar. The sermons throughout the week were of high quality and brought
people face to face with the demands and promises of God. "Holiness and
Hope" was the theme for the camp and served as a uniting element
through the various sermons. Then the altar served as a place to meet God
in personal encounter.
The co-evangelists were Dr. Darius Salter, Professor of Pastoral
Theology and Preaching at the Nazarene Theological Seminary in Kansas
City, Mo., and Robert Hempy, Senior Pastor of the Manor Brethren in
Christ Church at Columbia, Pa. Guests for the closing weekend were Dr.
Charles Killian and Dr. Dennis Kinlaw. Dr. Killian, who is Professor of
Preaching and Drama Director at Asbury Theological Seminary, gave
dramatic presentations of John Wesley and Francis Asbury.
The music director for the camp was Kevin Witter. Accompanists
were Loine Bert and Beverly Oberlin. Music groups included the Wingert

Sider, Dr. Ron Mathies (MCC), and Winnie
Swalm. The message by Rev. Winger, from the
Scripture in Deuteronomy 34, depicted Bishop
Swalm as the Moses of the Brethren in Christ
Church for more than half of this century.
Interment was in Sixth Line Cemetery.
Tribute
The passing of our beloved brother, Ernest
J. Swalm, is cause for celebration—"a race
well run"—and cause for sorrow—the passing
of a father and a leader who will be greatly
missed. We offer our sincere sympathy to his
children and his extended family, whose hearts
will feel most keenly a sense of loss.
Bishop Swalm served the Brethren in
Christ as an outstanding churchman. His leadership as bishop of Nottawa and WaterlooHowick Districts in Ontario, Saskatchewan,
Michigan and Indiana Districts, and later the
Canadian Conference, was marked by wise and
decisive actions. His work as a General
Conference leader was symbolic of his heartbeat for his "dearly beloved" church and of the
respect in which he was held. He served nine
times as moderator of General Conference and
for 20 years was chairman of the General
Executive Board. He labored devotedly for little or no financial remuneration until his last 10
years of active ministry. Even to his final days,
he followed church life with intense interest
and prayer support.
One of the more significant contributions
he made to the life of the denomination was his
emphasis on peace and non-resistance, born
October 1991

Family Singers, a men's quartet from God's
Bible School, New Light from Messiah
College and Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wright from
Canada. A special feature at the closing
Sunday evening service was the combined
handbell choirs of Air Hill and Elizabethtown
churches, directed by Lucille Wingert and
John Eyer.
For Missions Day the theme was "Jesus
Christ, the Hope of the World," Speakers
included Danisa Ndlovu from Zimbabwe who
is currently a student at Ashland Theological
Seminary. The offering for world missions as
well as evangelism and church planting in
North America was $94,304 which far exceeded all previous Missions Day offerings. The
income from the auction of six quilts was $2,000 and was given directly
to Brethren in Christ World Missions.
The Children's Camp was directed by Cordell and Beverly Replogle
with the theme "The Animals Are Coming." The Youth Camp was directed by David Hershberger and James Stauffer, with Bible teacher Adrian
DesPres, who is a student at Columbia Bible Seminary in South Carolina
and a summer staff person with Kingdom Building Ministries. The theme
for the youth was "Crossing Into Life," based on Galatians 2:20. Three
teens received Christ as their Savior and about 15 or 20 youth presented
themselves in consecration to God for whatever service or ministry the
Lord should choose for them.
The 1992 camp meeting will be held from July 31 to Aug. 9. The
evangelists will be B. Edgar Johnson (Church of the Nazarene) and
Dwayne Potteiger (Brethren in Christ). Tentative plans are for Pat
Duncan to be music director and Ravi Zacharias to be guest speaker on
the second weekend .-reported by John B. Hawbaker

out of personal and practical experiences of
World Wars I and II. As one of the founders of
Niagara Christian College and as chairman of
the board for 15 years, Dr. Swalm served this
institution with unflagging zeal. His preaching
ministry, marked by incisive statements, ready
wit, and succinct exposition of truth, captivated
all age groups. His inimitable preaching style
led to a denomination-wide ministry in areas
such as revival and Bible conferences.
Brother Swalm's contribution to Christ's
kingdom extended far beyond the borders of
the denomination. He provided valuable leadership in the emergence of MCC Canada. His
ministry spread across many denominations,
particularly among the Mennonite groups and
the Missionary Church. Organizations such as
the Canadian Bible Society, Toronto Bible
College, and the Evangelical Fellowship of
Canada received generously of his time and
counsel.
The Brethren in Christ thank God for the
life of E.J. Swalm. While we mourn his loss,
we are grateful for the legacy he has left us and
rejoice in the knowledge that he is now in
reunion with his supportive companion,
Maggie, and in the presence of his Lord and
Savior.
Harvey R. Sider, Moderator
Brethren in Christ Church
Wagner: Earl L. Wagner, born Dec. 11,
1911, son of Samuel and Cora Wagner, died
June 15. His wife Leona preceded him in
death. Surviving are a daughter, Margaret

Starliper; a son, Charles; three grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren; and a brother. He was
a former attender of the Air Hill church, and a
resident of Quincy Home. The funeral was held
at the church with Rev. Wilbur W. Benner officiating. Interment was in Air Hill cemetery.
Witter: Douglas Wayne Witter, born Nov.
24, 1988, in Chambersburg, Pa., died Aug. 11.
Surviving are his parents, David and Dena
Witter; a sister, Darlene; a brother, Derek; and
grandparents, Harold and Frances Rotz, and
James and Miriam Witter. His family attends
the Air Hill congregation, Pa., where the funeral was held with Rev. Gerald Wingert officiating. Interment was in the church cemetery.

Qualified Writers Needed

Anabaptist Sunday school curriculum for children (to be published
in September 1994) has assignments available for March 1992
through December 1994. Write or
call for application blank, sample
session form, and more information.
Write or phone:
Glen Pierce
Evangel Press
Box 166
Nappanee, IN 46550
(219)773-3164
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Messiah
College
News
Here and nowhere else!
Focusing on the theme "Messiah
College . . . Here and Nowhere Else!",
Fall Welcome Weekend featured many
inviting activities to welcome new students and their families arriving on
campus. Picnics, pizza parties, tubing
down the creek, and recreational sports
were all designed to put new students at
ease. In addition, the advent of New
Student Support Groups, which met
four times over the weekend, gave new
students a core of recognizable faces. A
highlight of the weekend was the Friday
evening Candlelight Celebration of
Praise and Worship when college staff,
new students, and their families gathered to dedicate the new academic year
to God through prayer, singing, and litanies.
As this issue of the Evangelical
Visitor went to press, the college's
unofficial enrollment stands at 2,274, a
slight increase from the 1990-1991 academic year. Recruitment efforts resulted
in 562 freshmen enrolling; 114 transfer
students enrolled as well. The class of
1995 includes 24 valedictorians, four
National Merit Scholar finalists and
four National Merit Scholar semi-finalists.
Students and faculty began
Messiah's 83rd year with the annual
Convocation Chapel. "The Leader as
Servant" was the subject of the convocation address, given jointly by Dean
Harold Heie and Welby Leaman, presi-

dent of the Messiah College
Student Association. Dean Heie
described six characteristics of
servant-leaders, including the
ability to "dream big" and
empower others to work toward
the realization of their dream,
concern for the growth of their
followers over their own prominence, expecting as much from
themselves as from others, the
ability to hold to their principles regardless of the cost, and
the capability to be honest
about their mistakes and limitations.
Mr. Leaman encouraged students and staff to think of themselves as leaders. He noted that
Rosa Parks, an "ordinary" person, began the race for black
American equality in 1955, and
urged the audience to run its
own race for collegiate excellence with perseverance.

Reverand Alex Awad, Palestinian pastor of the
East Jerusalem Baptist Church, visited
Messiah
College in early September. Bom in Jerusalem, Rev.
Awad was asked to leave Israel and has not been able
to obtain a return visa after three years of effort. He
spoke to students during chapel about his situation
and the Palestinian issue in general.

After recognizing scholarship among members of both
~ ~
the freshman class and the
returning student body, Dr. Heie
announced the three students who were
named Merit Scholars. Chosen by the
faculty on the basis of scholarship, leadership, and school loyalty exhibited during the previous academic year, the
recipients were Corinne Hess, a senior
political science major from Dillsburg,
Pa., who attends the Grantham Brethren
in Christ Church; sophomore Philip
Brubaker, a Christian education major
from Arcanum, Ohio, who attends the
Fairview Brethren in Christ Church; and
junior marketing major J. Welby
Leaman, from Bird in Hand, Pa.
Prior to the weekend, the college faculty continued their tradition of begin-

How to apply to Messiah
Students who wish to apply for admission to Messiah College for the fall of 1992
should apply now. Here are four steps to follow:
1. Write or call the Admissions Office, Messiah College, Grantham, PA 17027,
(717) 691-6000, and request an application and current catalog.
2. Complete and submit the Messiah College application.
3. Ask your guidance counselor to send us an official transcript of your courses,
grades, and standardized scores. We will accept either Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) or American College Testing (ACT).
4. Ask your pastor or church youth director and a professional person who knows
you well to complete a recommendation and send it to us. Recommendation forms
are included in the application booklet.
Messiah College operates a "rolling admissions" policy, which means that the
Admissions Committee reviews and acts upon an application as soon as the application and supporting materials (recommendations and academic records) are received.
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ning the new academic year with an oncampus retreat, focusing this year on
Unity and Diversity. Messiah Director
of Personnel Robert Suggs and Dr.
Alvaro Nieves, Chairman of the
Sociology Department at Wheaton
College, reflected on being "Called to
Unity" and "The Threat of Diversity."
The faculty also viewed a film entitled
"A Class Divided" and broke into
"diversity groups" for discussion. In a
more creative mode, different faculty
members performed Latino, Amish, and
bluegrass versions of the hymn "In
Christ There Is No East or West."
Executive Assistant
to President named
William Strausbaugh, who attends
the Mechanicsburg Brethren in Christ
Church, was
recently
n a m e d

Executive
Assistant to
the President
of Messiah
College. A
ten-year
member of
the faculty,
Strausbaugh
replaced

Rebekah Bassinger, who will be the
Director of Development with the
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Christian College Coalition, a
Washington, D.C. based education
association of which Messiah is a member institution.
Strausbaugh earned his B.A. in
mathematics from Messiah College in
1979. He completed his M.S. from
Villanova University in 1981, and is
presently working on a Ph.D. in computer science at Temple University.
President
Hostetter
felt
that
Strausbaugh's familiarity with the
alumni, church constituency of the college, coupled with his strong research

and information processing skills made
him the ideal candidate for the job.
Messiah included in college guide
Messiah College was included
among the 353 top colleges and universities around the country to be selected
for inclusion in the recently released
Peterson's Competitive Colleges 19911992. There are more than 3,000
accredited degree-granting higher education institutions in this country.
Listing Messiah for the sixth consecutive year, Peterson's Competitive

Colleges is the only college guide that
uses objective criteria to identify the
350-plus institutions that consistently
attract and accept the brightest students.
Based on each institution's own admissions data in a formula developed 10
years ago and now widely recognized,
the book uses student achievement
rather than application numbers or reputation to identify colleges for inclusion. The method results in an unusually valuable reference source for the academically talented student.

n**m
Dear Paul,
I'm amazed at how much you know
about God and his ways. And about
children and their ways.
For a fellow who's made a career of
traveling solo around the world, you
certainly understand a lot about little
ones. When you write the Corinthians,
"I gave you milk, not solid food, for
you were not yet ready for it," I see a
man who has spent time cuddling and
caring for babies.
And your words to the Romans, ". . .
but you have received the spirit of sonship. And by him we cry 'Abba,
Father,'" betray the tenderness of one
who has on more than one occasion
bounced at least a favorite nephew on
the knee.
Appreciating children and understanding God are somehow connected,
aren't they?
In the five years since the first of our
two girls arrived at our house, I've
come to realize how little I know . . .
about God or parenting. But I'm learning in both areas.
I'm discovering what I'm sure you
long ago came to know—that the really
important stuff in life is often discovered in the simple places. That truth is
often most vividly seen through a
child's eyes.
Now I think I know what Jesus
meant when he said, "Unless you
become like a little child, you cannot
enter the kingdom of heaven."
Since I've been working at being a
good father to two very different, very
delightful, very unpredictable, and very
human little girls—and oh, the mistakes
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that I've made—I've begun to understand better how my heavenly Father
feels about me.
For instance, I've learned a great
deal about God's love. I love my two
girls so much it hurts, in a wonderful
sort of way. You know what I mean,
don't you?
In the past I often doubted God's
love for me. I found it hard to believe
that I really held any great importance
to him. Now that I'm a father, though, I
can understand. If I love my child this
much, how much more....
I've also come to appreciate God's
enjoyment of me. God delights in his
kids! What a radical thought to many of
us. We tend to harbor the idea that the
Creator is a remote, stern character constantly frowning and fussing over us,
barely tolerating our ways.
If I have so much fun, however, talking and playing and laughing with my
kids, should I not think God does the
same? If my offspring bring me so
much pleasure, shouldn't I believe my
Father feels that way about me?
Being a parent, Paul, has taught me
about God's wisdom. I'm not really
wise, but I think I understand reality
well enough to help my kids along.
They trust me and their mom. Even
when they don't understand, even when
they don't like our decisions, deep
down they're comforted to know we
have the answers they lack (at least,
some of the time!).
When I'm so perplexed by life's
problems and feel so unsure of God's
direction, I remember how little my
girls grasp and understand. I'm there

guiding and helping them, even when
they can't see it. My faith in God draws
great comfort from that.
As a daddy, I'm learning how patient
and forgiving God is. If his parenting is
anything like mine, he feels very sad
when I do selfish and hurtful things or
when I'm unreasonable and out of sorts.
Sometimes, as I do with my children,
he surely has to use discipline to bring
about correction and growth in my life.
Yet he never quits loving or believing in
me. How do I know? I'm a parent, too.
And as I try to improve at this fatherhood business, I'm beginning to grasp
just a little how much my heavenly
Father hurts for me. I used to find it
hard to believe God was really bothered
that much by my problems. Oh yeah, he
loved me. I knew that. But surely he
had enough to worry over without
sweating about my difficulties.
Certainly he wouldn't feel any personal
pain over one lousy little individual,
would he?
Now that I've walked the floor with
feverish children, and bandaged scraped
knees, and hugged away fears, and
caught the brokenhearted tears of disappointment, I can understand better how
much God must weep over the things
that hurt me.
Oh, Paul! I have so much to learn.
May I be an attentive pupil as God
teaches me how to be a good father to
my children. And may I gain an ever
greater appreciation of what a wonderful Father he is to me.
Your sometimes childish but ever
wanting to be childlike servant,
Onesimus
Evangelical Visitor

In June, the Children's Defense Fund
reported that the number of poor children in the United States has increased
by more than 2 million in the last
decade. Almost 13 million children
(about 1 in 5) live in families with
income below the poverty level which
means that the United States has one of
the highest child poverty rates of all
industrialized nations (Harrisburg
Evening News, June 10, 1991).
This report reinforces others we've
been hearing about increasing hunger in
the United States and around the world,
and calls into question our response as
Christians. One obvious response is to
help feed, clothe, and shelter hungry
and poor people. But the recommendations of the Children's Defense Fund
suggest that such practical acts of compassion, while crucial, are not enough.
Sometimes effective long-term solutions to hunger and poverty require
changes in public policy so that appropriate public resources are made avail-

able to poor families. Involvement by
responsible and caring Christians is
often an important ingredient in helping
governmental leaders to change systems
which can contribute to poverty and
hunger.
The Washington Office of
Mennonite Central Committee exists in
part to inform its constituency (including the Brethren in Christ) of public
policy proposals and their probable
impact on the nation and the world and
to facilitate communication of our concerns to political leaders. One of the
activities sponsored regularly by the
MCC Washington Office is the fall
seminar for constituency groups which,
besides interpreting the biblical and theological basis for their work, help participants to see the importance of combining practical responses with political
ones.
The 1991 fall seminar is being sponsored in cooperation with the Board for
Brotherhood Concerns, targeting

Brethren in Christ Churches in
Pennsylvania. It will be held Sunday
evening, November 3, through Monday
evening, November 4, at the Washington Office near the Capitol. The
theme is "The Church's Witness to
Leaders in Government." Besides dealing with biblical perspectives on the
Christian's role in politics, the seminar
will zero in on hunger in America and
around the world as a case study in how
practical acts of compassion need to be
combined with changes in public policy. Seminar participants will also learn
about how MCC works in Washington
and will have an opportunity to meet
with staff members of Pennsylvania's
congressional delegation.
Anyone is invited to attend this MCC
Washington Seminar. The cost is
$20.00 for registration and two meals;
lodging is available at Catholic
University for about $25/night. Contact
the Board for Brotherhood Concerns
(717-653-8251) for more information.

The Way of Peace column is a project of
the Board for Brotherhood Concerns.

"Phoebe's Journal
Communication between
women and men
A major critique of the women's
movement has been that it has tried to
blur the distinctions between men and
women and to say that we are all the
same. Many people have balked at that
because the idea of there being no difference between men and women made
little experiential sense. And in fact,
research is helping us understand and
appreciate the differences between men
and women. One best-selling book, You
Just Don't Understand: Women and
Men in Conversation
by Deborah
Tannen, examines conversational styles
to show that men and women have "different but equally valid" styles of communication.
A linguistics
professor
at
Georgetown University, Tannen likens
the task of understanding gender differences in language to learning a different
October 1991

culture. Men and women, she says,
grow up in different cultures, and she
cites various studies of boys and girls at
play to show how the conversational
styles of the two "cultures" are different.
Tannen does not want to stop the
progress toward equality between men
and women. Rather, she notes that "the
desire to affirm that women are equal
has made some scholars reluctant to
show they are different, because difference can be used to justify unequal
treatment and opportunity. Much as I
understand and am in sympathy with
those who wish there were no differences between men and women—only
reparable social injustice—my research,
others' research, and my own and others' experience tell me it simply isn't
so."
Recognizing gender differences in
conversational styles, Tannen says,
helps to explain the frustrations that

many men and women experience in
their relationships "without accusing
anyone of being crazy or wrong, and
without blaming—or discarding—the
relationship. If we recognize and understand the differences between us, we
can take them into account, adjust to,
and learn from each other's styles."
Her basic thesis is that women's conversation is to establish intimacy and
connection with others, while men's
conversation is to assert their status and
independence. She cites numerous personal anecdotes, experiences related to
her by others, and sociological studies
to illustrate this premise in various ways
and to show how misunderstandings
happen. Again, she is not making value
judgments about either style, but contributing to our understanding and suggesting that both women and men can
benefit from learning "strategies more
typically used by members of the other
group—not to switch over entirely, but
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to have more strategies at their disposal."
When I read books like this one, I
instinctively try to match what I'm
reading with my own experience. In this
case, I am finding much which rings
true, as well as points at which my
experience has been different. My husband and a number of other men I
know, for example, are not stereotypical
males; they don't focus on status and
hierarchy and they do care a lot about
interdependence and connection. At the
same time, I know women who care a
lot about their status and want to be
independent.
But I have experienced Tannen's
thesis with male colleagues at work. I
vividly recall one committee meeting in
which one man was uncomfortable with
a proposal because it confused the issue

of "who's in charge." To him it seemed
unthinkable to assign job titles according to function rather than status.
Another colleague illustrates what
Tannen calls "framing." She says that
"our reactions to what others say or do
are often sparked by how we feel we are
being framed." In this particular relationship, I have often felt that I am
being framed as a subordinate and as
someone without as much knowledge; I
have been told what to do or what I
should have done rather than consulted
about my opinion and why I chose to do
things a certain way. In short, I feel
patronized.
I have worked hard to minimize the
effects of that framing; instead of allowing myself to be put down, I have tried
to frame myself as a peer. In this particular relationship, this has been difficult

because I think we both unconsciously
fall into stereotypically male and female
roles when we interact with each other.
As we have talked about some of our
differences, we have gained an understanding of each other which I think has
helped to decrease the conflict between
us.
Tannen's book has been helpful to
me in understanding how and why some
of my communication with men doesn't
accomplish what I want. I don't resonate with everything she says, but I
think that her research contributes significantly to helping men and women
work more effectively alongside each
other wherever they happen to be—
whether at home, on the job, or at
church.
Phoebe

Naders
I have read with interest the dialogue
between Walter Winger and John
Stoner [regarding "Crashed course in
Christian nonviolence" in May, June,
and August issues]. As a newcomer to
the Brethren in Christ Church from a
fundamentalist church, it is great to be
able to hear discussion of this important
issue.
Pastor Winger has been in our
church for meetings and I believe him
to be a real man of God, but on this
issue I agree with John Stoner almost
word for word. I feel this is a part of the
"pro-life" position along with being
anti-abortion.
I also feel that Jesus Christ's death
on the cross and our acceptance of him

Pontius'
Puddle
Bulletins and newsletters
reprinting "Pontius Puddle"
must pay $10 for each use
to J o e l K a u f f m a n , 111
Carter Road, G o s h e n , IN
46526.
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as Savior enables us to be reconciled to
God and also to our brothers in Christ,
and even to our enemies.
W. J. Wood
Knoxville, Pa.
[Re: the same set of articles] . . . It
seems as I read John Stoner's and other
peace articles that they have all the pat
answers and absolutely no room for
other biblical viewpoints. Rev. Winger
pointed out in his last paragraph that we
need to take all Scriptures into consideration on the peace issue. John Stoner
seems to rely on reading articles that
either he or other mortal men have written.
I believe I choose to read and study
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the Bible because it is the sure foundation for the peace position.
I also believe both Brother Stoner
and Brother Winger are good Christian
brothers who are striving to do God's
will. We all need to keep in mind the
Scripture found in John 13:34-35.
. . . If the peace advocates . . . would
have some Christian compassion in
their articles to others who have different views on peace, they would leave a
better impression and may convince
others to their viewpoint on peace.
Eldon K. Noel
Abilene, Kansas
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'diPoria!
"Xpress"ed to you
You may not have noticed any change, but this October
issue is making Visitor history. A few months ago Evangel
Press took a major step into the field of electronic typesetting
and page makeup with a major capital investment in computer
hardware and software. For you computer buffs who might be
interested, we acquired a Macintosh Ilci computer, a 19" twopage grey scale Radius monitor, an Agfa scanner (capable of
scanning photographs, line art, and manuscripts), and a 1000
dot-per-inch Laser Master printer, plus three auxiliary disk
drives for disk conversion and backup capabilities. Software
includes both Pagemaker and Quark Xpress page makeup systems, Freehand drawing program, Adobe Type Manager, scanning programs, and miscellaneous utilities.
How things were done before
Until now, the editorial department sent edited manuscripts,
including articles we typed in our office, downstairs to Ruth
Clouse, who re-typed all of them on her photo-typesetting
equipment (which is only 12 years old). The resulting type
(produced on long rolls of photographic paper called "galleys") was then trimmed and pasted by Tracey Owen or Susan
Gygi onto layout boards, along with headlines, rules, and artwork. Guiding them was a master layout guide (or "dummy")
of each page which had been prepared earlier by the editorial
department using photocopies of die galleys. When we wanted
to change the size, style, or line length of text or heads, Ruth
had to make the changes and produce a new set of galleys. Of
course, if we found errors after the boards were pasted up, she
would have to run the corrections through her typesetter and
they would be re-pasted. With the page layouts being done by
hand, the staff had to be careful to insure that type and graphics were positioned squarely and evenly on each page.
Using the new computer system
Now, when we receive a manuscript, we have the choice of
re-typing it or scanning it with the computer. Of course, if the
author sends it on computer disk, re-typing is eliminated. And
the material we produce in the editorial office, such as Church
News and this column, are created on computers. Once the
keystrokes—the letters and spaces making up each article—
are in our computers, that's the last time they are typed.
Using the Quark Xpress page makeup system, we assign
each article to a page, specify the type style and size, length of
line and page margin, and the computer produces the finished
type, accurately placed in columns, just as you see it in this
issue. Special "tools" in the computer allow us to experiment
with a variety of rules and graphic elements, creating with

ease "drop caps" (used in several of the feature articles) or
larger initial letters (such as in the title on page 2). After
proofreader Phyllis Mishler checks proof pages for errors, corrections are simply entered into the computer, after which a
final set of pages are printed on the laser printer and sent to
production for making negatives and then printing plates. (One
of the next pieces of equipment to be purchased will eliminate
the need for sending printed pages to the darkroom, allowing
us to prepare negatives right from the computer.)
What have we gained?
There are several advantages to the new system. Whenever
we eliminate re-typing of manuscripts, we minimize opportunities for making typographical errors. When errors are found,
even late in the design process, corrections are easily made.
The flexibility the computer provides in changing type styles
and sizes allows us to be more creative in designing the magazine. (If we move a photo from the top of the page to the middle, the text automatically flows around it in a matter of seconds.) Once we become familiar with the equipment and programs, the amount of time required to set type and make up
the pages will be shortened. That will translate into savings
which will help us hold down future price increases.
Learning a different computer system and new software
programs has been a significant challenge during the past several months. As we become accustomed to the capabilities of
the new system, we hope to incorporate some of its flexibilities in the design of the Visitor. We hope the magazine will
benefit from the changes. As always, your comments on the
design of the Visitor, as well as its contents, are welcomed. G
An important note: we are asking persons who regularly
submit major articles or standing features to begin submitting
their material on disk as well as sending a printed copy of
their manuscript, called "hard copy" in computer jargon. We
can read both 5.25" and 3.5" disks produced on either IBM or
Macintosh computers. While editorial work is done in
WordPerfect 5.0 (IBM) or Microsoft Word (Mac), we can
translate material produced in the following word processing
programs. IBM PC Format: MultiMate, MultiMate 4.0;
OfficeWriter; Word PC, Word for Windows; WordPerfect 4.2,
5.0, 5.1; WordStar; Works WP; XYWrite; and ASCII text.
Macintosh Format: MacWrite, MacWrite II; Word 3.0, 4.0;
WordPerfect 5.0, WordPerfect Mac 1.0, 2.0; Works WP; Write
Now. (Sorry, at present we cannot read disks produced on
Apple or Apple-compatible computers.)

Get With it
One of the really good magazines produced for teens is
With, published jointly by the General Conference Mennonite
Church and the Mennonite Church. As an editor who works
closely with these two publishing houses, I receive the magazine on a regular basis. Each issue I've seen has met its goal of
being "both thought-provoking and fun, as well as spiritually
challenging."
October 1991

During the month of October, With is offering a special discount to youth groups. In addition, it would be a great gift for
a teen from parents, grandparents, or friends.
As the parent of two teens (our oldest is in his early 20s), I
recommend With as a good investment in the lives of youth. I
suggest you call toll-free (1-800-743-2484) and ask for infor31

Accepted Christ?
What's next?
by Harold Chubb

As Christians we use various terms
to indicate a life has been changed spiritually: believer, born again, saved, converted, accepted Jesus, turned from sin,
seen the light, touched by God,
redeemed by Christ's blood. I'm sure
you know of other terms or quotations
used to express this spiritual change in a
person's life. We know we must act in
faith and confession to have a spiritual
change happen (Romans 10:9).
We live in a fast-changing society.
The world is becoming smaller with
each generation. The world's style of
living changes so rapidly that inappropriate behavior or unacceptable morality could creep into our lives. All of a
sudden we realize something is not
right. The signs of the times tell me that
we (the church) need to be more intentional about "what next" after conversion. No, we don't need to be legalistic.
The Word of God gives us instruction
on how we should live and what to
beware of. Two Scriptures are Mark
12:33, "Love your neighbor as yourself," and James 1:27, "Look after
orphans and widows in their distress
and to keep oneself from being polluted
by the world."
The Brethren in Christ Church does
have the responsibility to help persons
understand God's expectations of their
lifestyle. The purpose statement of the
church is, "To foster a fellowship of
believers whose objective is to worship
and obey the triune God and proclaim
his gospel to all people." This statement
identifies the responsibilities of the
church, which needs to take action to
equip persons to meet these challenges
of change while remaining steadfast to
the Lord and the church.
Christians seem to struggle with how
to deal with the material assets they

have and how to give them back to God.
This is one primary area in which we
need to be intentional in our teaching of
new Christians. Even older Christians
periodically need to ask: What does
God expect of us? "A tithe of everything . . . belongs to the Lord: it is holy
to the Lord" (Lev. 27:30). Therefore to
tithe is obedience. How we respond has
consequences. "Whoever sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, and whoever
sows generously will also reap generously" (2 Cor. 9:6). We as Christians
need to be challenged about our faithfulness in giving.
We need to experience the promise
of the Scripture, "It is more blessed to
give than receive." The better we do at
it, the more we do it, the more we enjoy
it. Something happens to you when you
give; you are blessed by God.
Occasional teaching and preaching on
this promise as a part of "what next"
would provide valued understanding.
Several weeks ago our Sunday
school teacher, Rev. Jay Booser, presented the class with a visible and
graphic illustration of tithing. While he
was traveling through farm country, an
idea entered his mind. So he stopped at
one of the farms, saying to the farmer,
"I have a very unusual request. Would
you sell me an ear of corn? I would like
to use it in my Sunday school class."
The farmer laughed, saying, "Just five
minutes ago a lady stopped with the
same request and for the same purpose."
He went to the field and brought an ear
of corn. Sunday morning Jay held up
the ear of corn, asking, "How many kernels are on this ear of corn?" There
were 592. He had taken off one and a
half rows of kernels numbering 59, representing 10 percent or a tithe.
Depending upon the angle you were
seeing the ear of corn from, you did not
see that some were missing. From
another angle it was obvious that some
kernels were gone.
Different thoughts entered my mind.
A lot of corn is left on the ear. You
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wouldn't miss those few that are gone.
It doesn't seem like God asks for much.
How does this illustration fit with my
life of tithing? What does my ear of
corn look like? Are at least one and a
half rows being given, or is there only a
half row being given, or are two rows
being given? How full and rich that ear
of corn looked from the right angle or
perspective. What happens to that tithe
or 10 percent of kernels? Think of those
59 kernels of corn being planted and
each of them producing a stalk with two
ears of corn on it. That would be another 118 ears of corn. Would you be
pleased if your tithe were to multiply
like that? God will do it if we are faithful. Our faith can be enriched, our life
can be changed because of our obedience in our giving. We need to share in
tithing and giving as the Scriptures outline for us.
On missions day at Roxbury Camp
this year a diamond ring was given in
the offering. The person had a note on
the envelope saying it was her engagement ring, along with her name and
address. Contact was made later to learn
that her husband had passed away and
she felt she wanted to give of what she
had to the Lord. After she learned what
was received in monetary value for the
ring she responded, "Praise the Lord—
you made my day." She experienced joy
and blessing from the Lord. God
remembers the attitude and sacrifice by
which we give unto him. May each of
us continue to evaluate our giving to the
Lord. His desire is that we experience
the promises he has given to each of us
in his Word.
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